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FOR THE REGULAR MEETING OF RED DEER CITY COUNCIL
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2009-2011 Strategic Direction

.. 36
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Development Officer and Parkland Community Planning
Services - Re:

a.

b.

Offer to Purchase and Land Exchange for portion
of Plan 993 A.E. (The Christian Brethren of Red
Deer & Timberstone Park Developments Ltd.) and
Road Closure Bylaw 3413/2008
(Consideration of 1st Reading of the Bylaw)
Land Use Bylaw Amendment No. 3357/BB-2008
Timberstone Park Neighbourhood - Phase 1
Timberstone Park Developments Ltd. (Laebon)
(Consideration of 1st Reading of the Bylaw)
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CORRESPONDENCE

(6)

PETITIONS AND DELEGATIONS

(7)

NOTICES OF MOTION

(8)

ADMINISTRATIVE INQUIRIES

.. 67

.. 66
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BYLAWS
1.

2.

3.

3273/A-2008 - Electric Utility Bylaw - proposing to amend
the Electric Utility Bylaw No. 3273/2000.
(Consideration of 3 Readings)
3413/2008 - Road Closure Bylaw - proposing a road
closure for a portion of 27th Avenue (Road Plan 993A.E.)
(Consideration of 1st Reading)
3357/BB-2008 - Land Use Bylaw Amendment -proposing
to conform to the Timberstone Park Neighbourhood Area
Structure Plan.
(Consideration of 1st Reading)
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Leg is lative & Admin istrative Services

DATE:

November 24, 2008

TO:

City Council

FROM:

Lisa Perkins, Acting Legislative & Administrative Services Manager

SUBJECT:

Commun ity Culture Vision

History:
At the Monday, November 17, 2008 meeting of COLmcil the Red Deer Cornmmtity Cultme
Vision & Outline for Action was presented by Consultant Paul Harris to Council and the
following resolution was passed:
"Resolved that Council of the City of Red Deer after considering the
report from the Acting Culture Superintendent and Recreation, Parks, &
Cultme Manager, dated November 7, 2008, Re: Community Cultme
Vision, hereby agrees to table consideration of the Community Cultme
Vision to the Monday, December 1, 2008 COLmcil Meeting."

Public Co11s11ltatio1t Pmcess:
At the Monday November 17, 2008 Cow1Cil Meeting, conununity groups were encouraged to
attend the Monday December 1, 2008 Council meeting to provide a five minute presentation to
Cotmcil.
Reco111111e11datio11:
That Council:
1) Lift from the table consideration of the Red Deer Commwuty Culture Vision &

Outline for Action.
2) Consider adopting the Red Deer Conununity Cultme Vision & Outline for
Action as follows:
A) As a planning tool that will guide the City of Red Deer in fulfilling its
mandate for the "cultural pillar" related sustainability.
B) Adopting the fom values and five themes as the voice and direction of
the conurnmity. Use the five themes as areas of focus with which to
gauge conm1wuty and cultural development when considering
reconunendations from City staff, and in supporting reconunendations
from the conunwuty.
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Lisa Perkins
Acting Manager

.
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~ RedDeer
Culture Services Centre
Date:

November 7, 2008

Originally Presented to Council on November 17, 2008

To:

Kelly Kloss
Legislative Services Manager

From:

Wendy Meeres, Acting Culture Superintendent
Greg Scott, Recreation, Parks & Culture Manager

cc:

Colleen Jensen, Community Services Director

Subject:

Community Culture Vision

INTRODUCTION
A new Community Culture Vision has been developed jointly by a community steering committee and
consultants Paul Harris, Donna Cardinal and Alan Taylor on behalf of The City. This Vision not only
evaluates the progress from the 2001 plan, but it includes visions and outlines actions for the future .
The results of this plan complement findings in the Greater Downtown Action Plan, The RPC Asset
Assessment and the Strategic Plan currently being undertaken by The City. As The City moves forward
with a Sustainability Plan and examines the 5 pillars o~ sustainability, the Community, Culture Vision has
the potential to be the driving force for the cultural pillar of sustainability. AUMA states that the culture
pillar of sustainability sets goals towards a sense of community identity and belonging ; opportunities for
expression via a variety of art forms; strong sense of community heritage and pride in community.
Alberta's Cultural Pol icy discusses what culture means to Albertans. "We believe that culture is the glue
that connects us as individuals to our communities, fostering unity, civility and a sense of belonging,
pride and caring for our fellow citizens. Experiencing the cultural expressions of our neighbours lets us
understand each other better and makes the place we live in more interesting ... Albertans have a deep
connection to the land. We believe Alberta's natural glories are among the most beautiful and inspiring
in the world."
The proposed Community Culture Vision for Red Deer states visions, values, themes and
recommendations that will help see our community be culturally sustainable and reflect beliefs of
Alberta's Cultural Policy.

BACKGROUND :
In 2001, the original Red Deer Community Culture Master Plan was completed and approved by City
Council. This plan has served as a guide to cultural development in Red Deer for the last seven years.
Since its completion many changes have occurred in Red Deer: we were designated as one of
Canada's first Cultural Capitals, the local economy has boomed, the creative sector has grown in
response to demand by newcomers and the business sector, the population has grown by over 20,000
and our focus on the environment has increased .
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When the plan was completed, it was intended that the plan be reviewed and updated every three
years. In the spring of 2007 Culture Services initiated an update to the plan. A steering committee of
community members was established and in the summer of 2007: Paul Harris, Donna Cardinal and
Alan Taylor were commissioned to undertake an update and build upon the original culture plan.
Extensive community input was received through a process of appreciative inquiry. This positive
approach to research focuses on the best in the community. A wide cross section of Red Deer citizens
participated, from cultural providers, teachers and students, to business people and artists, to civic
workers and elected officials. This process of focusing on the positive led to a strong vision of what the
community sees for Red Deer's cultural future.
The new document quickly became more than an update; it revisits and builds on the work done in the
previous seven years. The new plan is based on a broad vision of culture in our community, and the
role culture plays in all aspects of our lives. The Steering Committee defined culture: "Culture is all
around us in our everyday lives and can be experienced through the formal and informal interaction of
the many forms of creative expressions and exploration of our heritage as a community or as
individuals."
The completed Community Culture Vision consisted of the following steps and components:
• Establishment of a steering committee and contracting of consultants to complete the project.
• Assessment of the current situation and evaluation of the 2001 Culture Master Plan
• Community input through an appreciative inquiry approach which focused on the best in the
community and in Red Deer citizens.
• Presentations to community members and organizations of the results of the appreciative
inquiry.
• The development of the Community Culture Vision with recommendations divided into six types:
values and themes; planning; facilitation, collaboration and action generation; infrastructure;
experiments; and funding.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The report contains many recommendations and opportunities that will help the community move in the
direction it has defined. Three overarching principles will breathe life into the recommendations:
1. The vision must be fostered and encouraged. The community and the City must actively
embrace this vision by including the values and themes in their planning. The Community
Culture Vision must remain prominent to be kept alive and integrated into other community
plans.
2. Additional resources must be allocated for the coordination of the vision. In order for this
vision to grow roots within organizations and The City, it needs coordination and resources to
nurture the work. It is recommended that The City undertake a number of experiments, with the
support of the community in many instances, and that the community themselves undertake
other experiments. The community adoption of such activities should be gauged; the successful
experiments should then be expanded and enhanced, or adapted in response. Undertaking
specific experiments will be cost-effective and produce immediate, tangible results that will meet
the needs of the community. However, someone must coordinate all of this work.
3. Projects and opportunities have the greatest power when physically connected. All
development and planning activities related to spaces and places fit together. These areas
cannot be developed in isolation. The community sees connections to be vital in the
development of our community.
Culture Service Centre 3827 - 39 Street Phone: 403.309.4091 Fax: 403.346.4970
The City of Red Deer

Box 5008

Red Deer, AB T4N 3T4

www.reddeer.ca
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REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS
The new vision builds on the successes of the previous plan and integrates more prominently the
experience of the community as cultural consumers and cultural workers. The report contains both
recommendations and opportunities. The recommendations are the items that should be achieved if
this plan is to be successful. The opportunities are listed under the recommendations as potential
projects that could contribute to the success of a recommendation. The list of opportunities is not
meant to exclusive, but rather a part of the document that responds to further community dialogue.
The report divides the recommendations into six types:
1. Values and Themes: The Red Deer community emphasized a series of values and themes
that can guide cultural development. Four main values were identified: authenticity
(distinctiveness), diversity (value for each other's differences), connections (place in the
environment), and rural roots leaderships (shared community action). It is suggested that
development should be concentrated in five them areas: diversity, green space, agora space
(open space for gathering and activities), built space and activities and programming.
2. Planning: This section suggests that The City and the community find ways to include the
community's culture values and themes in all planning exercises. It suggests action to help
bring culture into all planning processes.
3. Facilitation, Collaboration, and Action Generation:_ These recommendations suggest a shift
in the way the work gets done in the Red Deer community. They also imply ongoing
community Dialogue to deepen shared understanding of culture and to strengthen cultural
diversity and activity that contribute significantly to quality of life in Red Deer. The community
suggests that The City start from the position of'yes" for itleas and request that uphold the
community's cultural values.
4. Infrastructure: This section recognizes the newly discovered fact that, in this era, the
economy is driven by culture amenities and that facilities and activities are a priority to attract
and retain citizens and a skilled workforce.
5. Experiments: Experiments are time and task specific ideas, and should be tried, monitored
and improved. Experiments move the work of the inquiry from thee present into the future.
They meet the immediate request of the community for action, and are opportunities for building
culture while, at the same, learning about what works best in the community.
6. Funding: Funding is required to support a young and developing cultural community. This
section aims to support flexibility and assist with practices that will help organizations and
programs to sustain themselves.

The recommendations are divided into four timeframes: immediate (0-1 years), short-term (1-2 years),
medium-term (3-5 years) and long-term (6-10 years). The ten immediate recommendations are
highlighted in the report as early implementation steps. There are eleven recommendations that are
short to long-term. Following each of these eleven recommendations are a series of opportunities that
have suggested timelines. A summary of the early implementation steps and the recommendations are
attached. The opportunities can be found in the full report.

Culture Service Centre 3827 - 39 Street Phone: 403.309.4091

The City of Red Deer

Box 5008

Red Deer, AB T4N 3T4

Fax: 403.346.4970

www.reddeer.ca
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RECOMMENDATION TO CITY COUNCIL:
1. That City Council adopt the Community Culture Vision (2008) as a planning tool that will guide
The City in fulfilling its mandate for the "cultural pillar" related sustainability.
2. That City Council adopt the four values and five themes as the voice and direction of the
community as contained in the Community Culture Vision (2008). Use the five themes as areas
of focus with which to gauge community and cultural development when considering
recommendations from City staff, and in supporting recommendations from the community.

Culture Service Centre 3827 - 39 Street Phone: 403.309.4091

Fax: 403.346.4970

Red Deer, AB T4N 3T4

www.reddeer.ca

The City of Red Deer

Box 5008
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BRedDeer

Q&A BACKGROUNDER

November 13, 2008

Planning for community culture in Red Deer
A new Community Culture Vision will be the driving force behind cultural development in Red Deer over the next
10 years.

1.

What is the Community Culture Vision?
In 2001, the Red Deer Community Culture Master Plan was completed and approved by City Council. It
served as a guide to cultural development in Red Deer for past seven years. In 2007, consultants Paul Harris,
Donna Cardinal and Alan Taylor came on board to update the plan.
The City's new Community Culture Vision is a 10 year planning document based on a broad vision of culture
in our community and the role culture plays in all aspects of our lives. It addresses cultural development
needs that will help us be culturally sustainable well into tt1e future.

2.

What are the key components of the Community Culture Vision?
The Community Culture Vision identifies four main values and five major themes to guide cultural
development over the next 10 years. These areas will provide the overarching foundation for future service
delivery and facility development in Red Deer.
The four values are:
•
•
•
•

The five themes are

authenticity
diversity
connections
rural roots leadership

•
•
•
•
•

diversity
green space
agora spac:e
built space
activities

The new Community Culture Vision also contains 12 recommendations to help the community achieve
cultural sustainability and move in a defined direction. These recommendations include everything from
committing resources, to plan coordination for the development of arts and cultural excellence, to exploring
the revision of City grant programs.
·
The new plan builds on the successes of the previous plan and integrates more prominently the experience of
the community as cultural consumers and cultural workers.

3.

When will Community Culture Vision recommendations be implemented?
The recommended strategies and initiatives span a 10 year timeframe varying from immediate (0-12 months)
to short-term (12-24 months), medium-term (3-5 years) and long-term (6-10 years). Once adopted, The City
will move forward with the Community Culture Vision as planning document. However, each recommendation
must still be considered and fit within The City's overall corporate goals and priorities.

4.

How was the Community Culture Vision developed?
In 2007, consulting team Paul Harris, Donna Cardinal and Alan Taylor were selected to develop the new
Community Culture Vision. After reviewing the 2001 Culture Master Plan and assessing Red Deer's current
cultural situation, the consulting team engaged in research and community consultation that included:
•
•
•
•

focus group sessions with community members to talk about their best and most memorable cultural
experiences
over 200 one-on-one interviews
a three-day public open house at the Scott Block in downtown Red Deer
community presentations to diverse Red Deer groups

Box 5008, Red Deer, AB T4N 3T4
www.reddeer.ca
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Q&A BACKGROUNDER

Development of the new culture vision was a community-driven process that focused on revisiting and
building on the work done over the past seven years. Community input was a key factor in the development of
this planning document.

5. Who is impacted by the Community Culture Vision?
The new Community Culture Vision redefines culture as something that is all around us in our everyday lives
and can be experienced through the formal and informal interaction of the many forms of creative expressions
and exploration of our heritage as a community or as individuals. The new Culture Vision impacts all Red
Deer citizens including those who enjoy a night out at a local restaurant, access City parks and trails or attend
a play at Red Deer College - just to name a few. It is about positive cultural change for groups and individuals
who experience culture in a variety of ways.

6.

How does the Community Culture Vision fit with other RPC and corporate plans?
The Community Culture Vision strongly endorses The City's commitment to cultural sustainability. It was
developed in dialogue with the community and is a continuation of Red Deer's Community Culture Master
Plan. It is a timely update that aligns with The City's Municipal Development Plan, Strategic Plan, Greater
Downtown Action Plan, Community Assets Needs Assessment, Waskasoo Special Gathering Places study
and the Trails Master Plan.
-end-

For more information, please contact:
Wendy Meeres
Culture Superintendent
The City of Red Deer
403-309-3083

Box 5008, Red Deer, AB T4N 3T4
www.reddeer.ca
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Comments:

It is recommended that the report be adopted as a "planning tool" for future
development. It should be noted that this does not imply approval of every
recommendation in the report. As this report provides broad direction, an
implementation plan for the items in this report will be brought forward for
Council to consider and discuss when appropriate.

"Morris Flewwelling"
Mayor

"Craig Curtis"
City Manager

If you received a previous copy of the Red Deer Community Culture Vision &
Outline for Action please bring it to the December 1, 2008 Council Meeting.

Attachment 'A' - Red Deer Community Culture Vision & Outline for Action
A color copy of The Red Deer Community Culture Vision & Outline for Action is
available on The City of Red Deer Website:
http:/ /www.reddeer.ca
Connecting with your Community
Plans, Studies & Strategies

PARKLAND

COMMUNITY
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Suite 404 , 4808 Ross Street
Red Deer, Alberta T 4N 1 XS
Pl1one: (403) 343-3394
FAX : (403) 346-1570
e-mail. pcps@pcps.ab.ca
www.pcps .ca

Date:

November 25, 2008

To:

Kelly Kloss, Leg islative and Admin istrative Services

From:

Nancy Hackett, Parkland Community Planning Services

Re:

Red Deer Commun ity Cu lture Vision and Outline for Action

Following the November 17 City Council meeting and the presentation of the Red
Deer Community Culture Vision and Outline for Action, Parkland Community
Plann ing Services spent considerable time reviewing the document.
There are several points that we would like to bring to the attention of City
Council as they consider this document. These points focus on the scope of the
document, the role of heritage, and implementation expectations .
The first relates to the scope of the plan and its recommendations/opportunities.
Many of the opportunities and points made in the document are related to built
form. These range from comments on redesigning crosswalks, to the use of new
zoning tools for buildings, to criticism of the layout of large commercial sites
within the city. Opportunities suggested in the document may or may not be
feasible and may or may not have high financial or other costs associated with
them . Further review by staff will be required to determine feasibility and to
collaboratively consider how best to proceed. Several city departments and
agencies, such as ourselves , did not have the opportunity to review the
document prior to its submission to Council. But, we understand that this
document is being adopted as a strategy tool only and that further discussion
and work will occur to engage departments on which opportunities to pursue and
how to move forward. We look forward to participating in this discussion.
Second ly, the document contains limited discussion relating to heritage. It is
important to note that The City of Red Deer adopted a Heritage Management
Plan in 2006 to provide a framework for decision-making that allows the
community to collaboratively work towards heritage preservation. The links
between the arts, culture and heritage are many. The Red Deer Community
Culture Vision and Outline for Action document does not specifically reference
the Heritage Management Plan. However, in future discussion around the
implementation of the document making linkages to heritage planning and to the
heritage community will be important.

Th irdly, the document provides an implementation table . Many of the
opportunities li sted in the table relate directly or indirectly to community and land
use planning. Additional discussion will be needed in the future to clarify which
actions move forward, how they shou ld move forward, and at what pace.
Without understanding some of the opportunities presented more fully, it is
difficult to determine at this point if the ro les or timeframes noted are appropriate.
In addition , The City of Red Deer often tries to work from a regional perspective
including reg ional servicing, regional standards, and regional growth . It is hoped
that as the document is implemented the benefits from a regional point of view,
not just to Red Deer but to Central Alberta, cou ld be more specifically articulated
and captured .
Thank you for the opportunity to provide this input.
Sincerely,

ancy C. ackett, ACP, MCI P
Assistant City Plann ing Manager

City of Red Deer - Council Meeting - December 1, 2008
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~ RedDeer
ELECTRI C, LI GHT & POWER DEPARTMENT

DATE:

November 24 , 2008

TO:

Manager, Legislative & Administrative Services

FROM:

Manager, Electric Light & Power

RE:

Revision to Distribution Tariff Effective January 1, 2009

The EL&P Department is requesting Council's approval of rate increase to the
Distribution Tariff, Appendix A, Electric Utility Bylaw No. 3273/2000, effective January 1,
2009.
This application includes three separate adjustments to the Distribution Tariff, Appendix
A, Bylaw No. 3273/2000.
1. An average increase of 7.9,% to the Distribution Tariff to recover forecasted
operating cost increase for 2009;
2. An increase to the Balancing Pool Flow-Through Rebate from $0.00518 per kWh
(2008 level) to $0.00673 per kWh for 2009; and
3. An increase to the Local Access Fee from 22% (2008 level) to 25% for 2009.

BACKGROU ND
Some background information on the cost drivers and customer impacts are provided
below.
1. INCREASE TO DISTRIBUTION TARIFF
The EL&P Department, as the operator of the electric distribution system in Red Deer,
recovers its cost of operating the utility system through its Distribution Tariff (" OT"),
which is regulated and approved by Council. The provincial Distribution Tariff Regulation
(AR 254/2007) requires that a OT tariff indicate separately the following charge
components.
•

System Access Charge ("SAC") to recover the cost of accessing the provincial
transmission grid. This is a charge from the Alberta Electric System Operator
("AESO") as the provincial Transmission Administrator.

•

Distribution Access Charge ("DAC") to recover costs of owning and operating the
local distribution infrastructure. This is the money required to maintain, operate,

City of Red Deer - Council Meeting - December 1, 2008
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repair and expand the local electric distribution system.
•

Local Access Fee ("LAF"), a charge levied by the municipality to the electric utility
as a franchise fee for the exclusive rights of utility services.

•

Rate Riders to recover extremely volatile costs and prevent significant working
capital fluctuations. Currently, Red Deer's OT tariff does not include any rate riders .

In a submission to Council on November 10, 2006 on rate adjustment, EL&P proposed
to align the OT tariff cycles with the AESO tariff cycles on a going-forward basis. This
means that OT tariffs will always commence on January 1 of each year. This alignment
requires EL&P to file rate applications with Council before the operating budget is
approved by Council.
The EL&P Department's 2009-2011 operating budget has gone through internal
discussions with the City Manager and will soon be presented to Council for approval.
The department anticipates a number of cost increases for 2009 which are shown as
follows in order of magnitude.
a) Debt interest payment. EL&P Department's asset base will continue to grow as a
result of direct capital as well as allocated capital. The new Civic Yard, to be
commissioned in late 2008 or early 2009, will be new home to EL&P and several
other City departments. This first-class facility will provide sufficient space for EL&P
for a number of years to come . Electric customers are required to pay a share of this
facility and as such, there will be a noticeable increase to EL&P Department's asset
base and debt obligation. For 2009, EL&P anticipates an increase of $0.7 million for
its share of debt interest payment.
b) Depreciation expenses . As the asset base of EL&P expands, the depreciation
expenses increase . For 2009, EL&P calculates an extra cost of $0.5 million related
to depreciation on assets.
c) AESO t ransmission cost. The new provincial transmission tariff, made effective on
August 1, 2008, results in an increase to EL&P's transmission payments to AESO.
For 2009, EL&P predicts an increase of $0.2 to $0.8 million to its SAC cost as a
result of the new transmission tariff, taking into consideration a higher pool price and
Rider C volatility.
d) Operating and maintenance . EL&P forecasts an increase of $0.5 million for 2009.
The aging transmission and distribution assets require increased level of
maintenance and EL&P has proposed a number of maintenance projects for 2009.
In addition, EL&P proposes to add three new technical staff to its workforce to
handle the many corporate and departmental initiatives, including the GI S
(Geographical Information System) replacement , the corporate asset management
initiative, and the AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure) project.
e) Meter Read ing and Data Management. A new contract with a third-party service
provider for mater reading and meter data management will have an impact on
EL&P Department's operating cost by $0 .2 million .

City of Red Deer - Council Meeting - December 1, 2008
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The above cost drivers, plus various other cost increases of smaller magnitude, result in
a total increase of approximately $2.8 million to the operating cost of the EL&P
Department. The increased revenue due to load growth is forecasted to be only $0.7
million, resulting in a net shortfall of $2.1 million, which is equivalent to increasing the
OT tariff by 7.9%.
The following table shows the increase to OT charges to each customer class. The
disparity of rate increase between rate classes is due to the revenue to cost ratio, which
is set at 100% for each and every rate class.
Table 1. Increase to Distribution Tariff Charge for each customer class
Customer Class

Increase%

E6 1 - Residential

9.2%

E63 - Small General Service (energy only)

5.3%

E64 - General Service (demand metered)

2.9%

E78 - Large General Service (demand metered)

12.5%

It should be noted that this has been the first time since May 1, 2002 for EL&P to
increase its DAC charge, which is directly related to the cost of operating the Cityowned electric distribution system. The following graph shows the OT charge history
between 2001 and 2008 in the residential rate class.

Monthly OT charge for a Residential customer consuming 600 kWh
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2. INCREASE TO BALANCING POOL FLOW-THROUGH REBATE
The Alberta Balancing Pool ("BP") was established in 1998 by the provincial
government and was mandated to ensure the benefits (or losses) associated with the
formerly regulated generating capacity are retained (or paid) by customers in Alberta on
a going forward basis. The BP plays a number of roles in the deregulated Alberta
electricity market, including managing the power purchase arrangements and selling the
output of the regulated generation assets at fair market prices.
In 2000, the rights to the output of a number of formerly regulated thermal generating
plants were sold by auctions. The proceeds from the auctions were placed into the
balancing pool account. The unsold thermal generating capacity, as well as the formerly
regulated hydro generating plants, continued to be managed by the BP after 2000. The
formerly regulated plants were built in a regulated environment whereby electricity
consumers in Alberta are financially committed to purchase, at a regulated price, the
output of these plants over their useful lifespan.
Under the provincial Electric Utilities Act ("EUA"), the net balance of the balancing pool
account, either positive (net surplus) or negative (net shortfall), must be flowed back to
customers. The following is the sequence of events that take place to flow a rebate back
to (or recover a shortfall from) all end-use customers.
a) The BP transfers the funds to the AESO;
b) A distribution system owner receives a share of the funds from the AESO as a credit
against their AESO transmission invoice;
c) The distribution system owner then transfers the rebate to the retailers through the
OT tariff billing process;
d) The retailers rebate back to customers through end-use billing.
Each year, the BP is required to forecast its revenues and expenses to determine the
future year's surpluses or shortfalls. Since the establishment of the BP in 1998, Alberta
consumers have received rebates in 2001, 2006, 2007 and 2008.
On October 7, 2008, the BP forecasted a net operating surplus of over $350 million for
2009. This amount, when expressed in rate terms, is equivalent to 0.65 cents per kWh
to all electricity customers in Alberta. The kWh energy is measured at the transmissiondistribution demarcation point, which is the lower voltage terminal of the transformers at
a transmission substation.
As customers are normally billed based on the end-use meter readings, the above
refund of 0.65 cents per kWh at the transmission substation level must be converted to
the end-use meter point by adding distribution system losses and the unaccounted-forenergy. In the Red Deer electric system, the distribution system loss factor is found to
be 3.6%, and the unaccounted-for-energy is generally negligible. The refund rate at the
end-use meter level then becomes
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0.65 x (1 + 3.6%) = 0.673 (cents per kWh)
The EL&P Department submits that a rebate of 0.673 cents per kWh, measured at the
end-use meter level, be flowed back to all customers in Red Deer, starting January 1,
2009 and ending December 31, 2009.

3. INCREASE TO LOCAL ACCESS FEE
The Local Access Fee is a separate line item within the Distribution Tariff and is a
charge levied by the municipality to the electric utility as a franchise fee for the exclusive
rights to use portions of road, right-of-way, and other City owned properties and lands
for the purpose of placing and maintaining electrical distribution facilities. This fee is
assessed against only the DAC (Distribution Access Charge) component of the DT with
no assessment against the SAC (System Access Charge) component.
The current LAF for electric customers is set at 22%. The City's financial policy,
approved by the Senior Management Team in 2007, requires that electric customers
pay LAF charges at the same level as natural gas customers through a transition
period. For 2009, we propose to increase the LAF to 25% for a smooth transition. There
will be further increase to the LAF in future years to bring the electric LAF to 29%, which
is the current LAF for the natural gas utility.
This increase in LAF will generate approximately $740,000 of extra financial contribution
to the City.

PROPOSED RATE ADJUSTMENT
The attached red-lined bylaw presents detailed information of.the proposed changes to
the DT tariff.
The provincial regulation requires a wires service provider to give 30 days of advance
notice to retailers about any changes to the DT Tariff. In order for EL&P to comply with
this requirement and for the retailers in Red Deer to make the required changes in their
billing systems with an effective date of January 1, 2009, it is requested that Council
provide all three readings to approve the proposed rates.

IMPACT ON CUSTOMERS
The customer impact, net of the proposed adjustment, varies by customer classes due
to differences in consumption characteristics. Because the BP Flow-Through Rebate is
based solely on the volume of consumption, customers with a higher load factor would
likely receive a higher proportion of the refund. Table 2 presents the impact of each of
the three rate adjustments on the total DT charge. The average monthly total increase,
with GST excluded, for the customer classes in each rate class is shown in Table 3.
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Table 2. Impact of each rate adjustment on total DT tariff charge
BP flowthrough
rebate

DT tariff
charge
increase

Rate

LAF

Total net
increase

E61 - Residential (energy)

9.2%

(4.3%)

4.3%

9.2%

E63 - Small General Service (energy)

5.3%

(4.5%)

3.3%

4.1%

E64 - General Service (demand)

2.9%

(5.5%)

2.6%

0.0%

12.5%

(8.5%)

4.4%

8.5%

E78 - Large General Service (demand)

Table 3. Monthly DT charges before and after rate adjustments
Rate Class

2008

2009

Increase

E61 - Residential (energy)

$21.54

$23.52

9.2%

E63 - Small General Service (energy)

$68.42

$71.20

4.1%

$703.32

$702.87

0.0%

$7,289.78

$7,905.95

8.5%

E64 - General Service (demand)
E78 - Large General Service (demand)

Because the proposed increases are to the delivery charge only, the percentage
increase would be smaller when applied to the bottom line of the customer's end-use
bill, which also includes the electricity commodity charge (also called energy charge).

MUNICIPAL IMPACTS
The increase to the DT tariff will increase the direct revenue transfers to the municipality
by $692,000.
Changes to the BP Flow-Through Rebate make no impact on the revenue transfers to
the municipality from EL&P as the adjustment is strictly a flow-through to end-use
customers.
The upward adjustment to the LAF will result in a net increase of $740,000 to the
revenue transfers to the City.

RATE COMPARISONS
At this time, it is very difficult to make a meaningful comparison on the distribution
access tariff with other Alberta utilities for 2009. The rates of all the other utilities in
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Alberta for 2009 are presently unknown and will likely remain unknown until early 2009
when final approvals from their regulators arrive. The EL&P Department conducts
regular studies on comparing distribution access charges and will update the rate
surveys as soon as the 2009 rate data becomes available.
The following four graphs show the current (November 2008) monthly OT tariff charges
for typical customer classes in selected service areas in the province. Please note that
these are for delivery charges only. Retailer charges, including energy charge and
billing charge, are not modeled.
Red Deer

Edmonton

$21.54

Residential
Monthly DT charge

$24.09

Airdrie

600 kWh
November 2008

$27.86

$28.87

Calgary

$35. 02

Lethbridge

$49.13

Grande Prairie

Figure 1

Airdrie

Comparison of OT tariff charges - Residential (November 2008)

$72. 14

Small General Service
Monthly DT charge
2,000 kWh and 10 kVA

Calgary

$80.53
November 2008

Lethbridge

$81. 79

Edmonton

$82.58

Grande Prairie

Figure 2

$115.34

Comparison of OT tariff charges - Small General Service (November 2008)
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Grande Prairie

General Service
Monthly OT charge

$677

25,000 kWh
and
111 kVA

$70 3

Red Deer

Edmonton

$867
November
2008

Leth bridge

$869

Calgary

$99 1

Airdrie

$1,006

Figure 3

Red Deer

Airdrie

Grande Prairie

Leth bridge

Edmonton

Calgary

Figure 4

Comparison of OT tariff charges - General Service (November 2008)

I

...' ~ :. . . ._, ....
- ~

~

·. .
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Large General Service
Monthly OT charge

S7.289

400,000 kWh and
1,111 kVA

S8.742

$9,535

November 2008

$9,894

$9,980

$10,812

Comparison of OT tariff charges - Large General Service (November 2008)
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RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended and respectfully requested that City Council provide the necessary
three readings, at the Council meeting of December 1, 2008, for final approval of the
proposed revisions to "Appendix A - Distribution Tariff' of the Electric Utility Bylaw No.
3273/2000 as detailed in the attachment with the effective date being January 1, 2009.

Ligong Gan, P.Eng.
Manager
Electric Light & Power Department

cc.

Paul Goranson, Director, Development Services
Dean Krejci, Manager, Financial Services
Andreas Zabel, Utility Specialist, EL&P
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balancingpoo I
October 7, 2008

Allocation to Power Consumers increased by 30o/o for 2009
The Balancing Pool announces that the allocation to power consumers in 2009 will increase by
30% to $6.50 per MWh of consumption, which will result in over $350 million being received by
Alberta's electricity consumers.
"The Balancing Pool assets have been generating strong cashflows during 2008, particularly
from the Genesee and Hydro Power Purchase Arrangements" said Gary Reynolds, President and
CEO "and we forecast this to continue during 2009. This strong cashflow provides the base
upon which to increase the consumer allocation by 30%. This allocation will offset a portion of
the cost of power to Albertans; ll''the cost of power in 2009 is $75 per MWh, the consumer
allocation will offset over 8% of this cost."
Since the initiation of the annual consumer allocation in 2006, the Balancing Pool has paid out
over $450 million in allocations to Alberta's electricity consumers. (In 2001, the Balancing Pool
also paid out $2 billion in electricity rebates to consumers from proceeds of the PPA auction.)
Under provisions of the Electric Utilities Act, each year the Balancing Pool is required to
forecast its revenues and expenses and to determine whether any excess (or shortfall) funds will
be allocated to electricity consumers. The consumer allocation amount will be reviewed for
2010 and annually thereafter.
For further information:
Gary Reynolds
President and CEO
403-539-5351
www.balancingpool.ca
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CITY OF RED DEER
ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER DEPARTMENT

DISTRIBUTION TARIFF
GENERAL

Effective Date
Thi s Tariff is effective on January 1, ~ 2009. It appli es to all consumptions, whether estimated or
actual, on and after January 1, ~ 2009, for the use of System Access and Distribution Access serv ices.

Te1111s and Conditions
The "Tenns and Conditions for Dish·ibution Access Services" and the " Terms and Conditions for Retail
Access Services" are patt of this Tariff. Futthennore, the "Schedule of Fees fo r D istribution Access
Services" and the "Retail Access Service Agreement" are also patt of this Tariff.

Billing D emand
The kV A of Billing Demand with respect to the monthly billing petiod will be the greater of:
1.

the highest kV A Metered Demand in the monthly billing period ; or

2.

the highest kVA Metered Demand in the 12 consecutive months including and ending w ith the
monthly billing period.

The kVA M etered Demand will be measured by either a thennal demand meter having a demand response
period of 90% in 15 minutes and a 30 minute test period, or 15 minute interval demand metering
equipment.
The kV A of Billing D emand will be re-established on such shorter periods of time as designated by the
Electric Light & Power Manager fo r the individual customer as wan-anted by that customer's changing
load characteristics.
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APPENDIX "A II
Bylaw 3273/8-2007
Page 2 of 8

RESIDENTIAL - RATE 61
Application

Applies to all residential premises which are measured by a single meter and which
contain not more than two dwelling units.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

$per day

(h.l..6.'.76

~

0.1463

0.3162

MM+

G-0(}8&

0.0051

0.0107

Basic Charge
Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit oU0.0051 g/k'Nh $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, rn
2009 to December 3 1, rn 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as ~ 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge
and is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/B-2007
Page 3 of 8

GENERAL SERVICE - RATE 63
App lication

Applies to non-residential customers and to residential premises not entitled to Rate 61 ,
plus the "house lights" services (including common area lighting and utility rooms) of
apartment buildings where the kVA Metered Demand is less than 50 kV A. If the kVA
Metered Demand exceeds 50 kV A, Rate 64 will be applied immediately and will be
continued to be applied irrespective of future kVA Metered Demand.
Services are to be taken at one of the following nominal voltages:
120/240 Volts, single phase, 3 wire;
l 20/208Y Volts, network, 3 wire;
120/208Y Volts, three phase, 4 wire;
347/600Y Volts, three phase, 4 wire.

Distribution
Tariff
Basic Charge
Variable Charge

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

$per day

M&-n

~

0.608

0.9195

O-OG4+
0.0051

Ml-94
0.0084

$/kWh of all energy

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.005 l 8/k'.\q1 $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, ~
2009 to December 3 1, ~ 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as ~ 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge
and is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Charge), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A "
Bylaw 3273/8-200-7
Page 4 of 8

GENERALSERVICE-RATE64
Application

Applies to commercial and industrial install ations where service is taken at the voltage
listed fo r Rate 63 but where the kV A Metered Demand is 50 kVA or greater.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

$/kV A of Billing Demand
per day

MU

~

0.0671

0.0803

G--OG4+
0.0051

(}-Om+

Demand Charge
Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0057

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of S0.00518/k\Vh $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from Janua1y 1, rn
2009 to December 31 , rn 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 21--% 25% of each and evety component of the Distribution Access Charge
and is added to the customer' s bill.

M inimum
M onthly
C ha rge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/B-2007
Page 5 of 8

LARGE GENERAL SERVICE/INDUSTRIAL - RA TE 78
Application

Applies where 4,160 volts or greater is available with adequate system capacity and
service is taken at 4,160 volts or greater, balanced three phase and the kVA Metered
Demand is not less than 1000 kVA.
Rate 78 is also applicable to all customers who were billed on Rate 78 prior to
December 31, 2000 regardless of the kV A Metered Demand.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit
Demand Charge
Variable Charge

System
Access

Dish·ibution
Access

$/kV A of Billing Demand
per day

M'.79

(M)&&:2-

0.0706

0.081

$/kWh of all energy

~

~

0.0051

0.0055

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of$0.00518/k¥/h $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, ~
2009 to December 3 1, ~ 2009 inclusive and ni l for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as ~ 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge
and is added to the customer's bi ll.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Charge), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/B-200+
Page 6 of 8

STREET LIGHT SERVICE-RATE 81
Application

Applies to standard street light fixtures.

Distribution
Tariff
Demand Charge
Variable Charge

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

$/kV A of Billing Demand
per day

~

~

0.0938

0.0985

$/kWh of all energy

(}.0041.

~

0.0051

0.0067

Note: Demand and consumption values of individual fixtures will be established by the
Electric Light & Power Manager and will be reviewed by the Electric Li ght & Power
Manager from time to time.

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of$0.005184(Wh $0.00673/kWh of all energy effect ive from January 1, m
2009 to December 31, m 2009 inclusive and nil fo r any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as~ 25% of each and every component of the Distributi on Access Charge
and is added to the customer' s bill.

Minimum
M onthly
C ha rge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A II
Bylaw 3273/B-2-00-7
Page 7 of 8

TRAFFIC LIGHT SERVICE-RATE 82
Application

Applies to standard traffic light systems.

Distribution
Tariff
Demand Charge
Variable Charge

Unit

System
Access

Dish·ibution
Access

$/kVA of Billing Demand
per day

~

~

0.0938

0.1012

$/kWh of all energy

MM+
0.0051

~

0.0066

Note: Demand and consumption values of individual fixtures will be established by the
Electric Light & Power Manager and will be reviewed by the Electric Light & Power
Manager from time to time.

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00518/k\!/a $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, r n
2009 to December 31, r n 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as ~ 25% of each and eve1y component of the Distribution Access Charge
and is added to the cu.s tomer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/B-2-0Q.7.
Page 8 of 8

DISTRIBUTION GENERATION - RA TE 83
Application

Applies to generators meeting all of the following requirements
1. Have a capacity of 150 kW or greater, and connected to a dish·ibution voltage;
2. Have installed a revenue class bi-directional 15-minute interval meter.

Generators not meeting the above requirements are reviewed on an individual basis.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

Distribution Access

Capacity Charge

$/kW of peak output per day

0.0825

Variable Charge

$/kWh of supplied energy

0.0057

Note:

1.
2.

Power consumption by the customer for standby purposes is subject to an
applicable rate (61, 63, 64, 78, 81or82) for load customers
Peak output is measured and calculated in the same manner as the Billing
Demand for load customers

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as~ 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge
and is added to the customer's bill.

Transmission
Charge

As per the applicable supply tariff of the Transmission Administrator. This is a charge
to the customer and is added to the customer' s bill.

Transmission
Credit

DTS x I:(A - B)

where

DTS is the applicable demand tariff of the Transmission Administrator
A is hourly gross billing detenninants at the Point of Delivery to which the customer is
connected
B is hourly net billing determinants at the Point of Delivety to which the customer is
connected
This is a credit to the customer and is calculated on a monthly basis.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/A-2008

Page 1of8

CITY OF RED DEER
ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER DEPARTMENT

DISTRIBUTION TARIFF
GENERAL
Effective Date
This Tariff is effective on January l, 2009. It applies to all consumptions, whether estimated or actual,
on and after January I, 2009, for the use of System Access and Distribution Access services.

Terms and Conditions
The "Terms and Conditions for Distribution Access Services" and the "Terms and Conditions for Ret1Jil
Access Services" are part of this Tariff. Furthermore, the "Schedule of Fees for Distribution Access·
Services" and the "Retail Access Service Agreement" are also part of this Tariff.

Billing Demand
The kVA of Billing Demand with respect to the monthly billing period will be the greater of:
1.

the highest kV A Metered Demand in the monthly billing period; or

2.

the highest kVA Metered Demand in the 12 consecutive months including and ending with the
monthly billing period.

The kVA Metered Demand will be measured by either a thermal demand meter having a demand
response period of 90% in 15 minutes and a 30 minute test period, or 15 minute interval demand
metering equipment.
The kV A of Billing Demand will be re-established on such shorter periods of time as designated by the
Electric Light & Power Manager for the individual customer as warranted by that customer's changing
load characteristics.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/A-2008
Page 2 of 8

RESIDENTIAL- RATE 61
Application

Applies to all residential premises which are measured by a single meter and which
contain not more than two dwelling units.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

$per day

0.1463

0.3162

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0107

Basic Charge
Variable Charge

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A II
Bylaw 3273/A -2008
Page 3 of 8

GENERAL SERVICE - RATE 63
Application

Applies to non-residential customers and to residential premises not entitled to Rate
61, plus the "house lights" services (including common area lighting and utility rooms)
of apartment buildings where the kV A Metered Demand is less than 50 kV A. If the
kV A Metered Demand exceeds 50 kV A, Rate 64 will be applied immediately and will
be continued to be applied irrespective of future kV A Metered Demand.
Services are to be taken at one of the following nominal voltages:
120/240 Volts, single phase, 3 wire;
120/208Y Volts, network, 3 wire;
120/208Y Volts, three phase, 4 wire;
347/600Y Volts, three phase, 4 wire.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit
Basic Charge
Variable Charge

$per day

----

$/kWh of all energy

System
Access

Distribution
Access

0.608

0.9195

0.0051

0.0084

---

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January l, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Charge), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/A-2008
Page 4 of 8

GENERAL SERVICE-RATE 64
Application

Applies to commercial and industrial installations where service is taken at the voltage
listed for Rate 63 but where the kV A Metered Demand is 50 kV A or greater.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing Demand
per day

0.0671

0.0803

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0057

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January I, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A II
Bylaw 3273/A-2008
Page 5 of 8

LARGE GENERAL SERVICE/INDUSTRIAL-RATE 78
Application

Applies where 4, 160 volts or greater is available with adequate system capacity and
service is taken at 4, 160 volts or greater, balanced three phase and the kV A Metered
Demand is not less than 1000 kV A.
Rate 78 is also applicable to all customers who were billed on Rate 78 prior to
December 31, 2000 regardless of the kV A Metered Demand.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing
Demand per day

0.0706

0.081

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0055

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January l, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Charge), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/A-2008
Page 6 of 8

STREET LIGHT SERVICE - RATE 81
Application

Applies to standard street light fixtures.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kV A of Billing
Demand per day

0.0938

0.0985

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0067

Note: Demand and consumption values of individual fixtures will be established by the
Electric Light & Power Manager and will be reviewed by the Electric Light & Power
Manager from time to time.

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from Januaiy 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/A-2008
Page 7 of 8

TRAFFIC LIGHT SERVICE - RA TE 82
Application

Applies to standard traffic light systems.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing
Demand per day

0.0938

0.1012

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0066

Note: Demand and consumption values of individual fixtures will be established by the
Electric Light & Power Manager and will be reviewed by the Electric Light & Power
Manager from time to time.

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from Janu'ary 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/A-2008
Page 8 of 8

DISTRIBUTION GENERATION - RATE 83
Application

Applies to generators meeting all of the following requirements
1. Have a capacity of 150 kW or greater, and connected to a distribution voltage;
2. Have installed a revenue class bi-directional 15-minute interval meter.
Generators not meeting the above requirements are reviewed on an individual basis.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

Distribution Access

Capacity Charge

$/kW of peak output per day

0.0825

Variable Charge

$/kWh of supplied energy

0.0057

Note:

1. Power consumption by the customer for standby purposes is subject to an
applicable rate (61, 63, 64, 78, 81or82) for load customers
2. Peak output is measured and calculated in the same manner as the Billing
Demand for load customers

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Transmission
Charge

As per the applicable supply tariff of the Transmission Administrator. This is a charge
to the customer and is added to the customer's bill.

Transmission
Credit

DTS x :E(A- B) where
DTS is the applicable demand tariff of the Transmission Administrator
A is hourly gross billing determinants at the Point of Delivery to which the customer is
connected
B is hourly net billing determinants at the Point of Delivery to which the customer is
connected
This is a credit to the customer and is calculated on a monthly basis.
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Comments:

We support the recommendation of the Electric, Light and Power Manager.

"Morris Flewwelling"
Mayor

"Craig Curtis"
City Manager

RRedOeer
LEGISLATIVE & ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

DATE:

December 22, 2008

TO:

Paul Goranson, Director of Development Services
Barb Creighton, Corporate Controller
Germain Brisbois, Financial Accounting Supervisor
Genny Leier, Customer Services Clerk
Vicki Swainson, Inspections & Licensing Development Officer
L. Soley, Land & Economic Development
Ligong Gan, Electric, Light & Power Manager
Energy Clerk, Paula Robertson
Karen Lange, E, L & P Accountant
Randy Ferrier, Electrical Planning Assistant
J. Gross, Electrical Planning Assistant
Andreas Zabel, Utility Specialist
City Solicitor
Court House
Library

FROM:

Kim Woods, Council Services Coordinator
Legislative & Administrative Services

RE:

Electric Utility Bylaw 327312000
Amendment No. 3273/A-2008 (As approved by Council on December 1, 2008)

At the December 1, 2008 meeting of Red Deer City Council, Council approved Electric Utility
Bylaw Amendment 3273/A-2008.
Please replace Appendix 'A' with the new Appendix 'A' , as attached to this memo.
Thank you.

~~
Council Services Coordinator
attchs.
c

File

BYLAW NO. 3273/A-2008

Being a bylaw to amend Bylaw No. 3273/2000, the Electric Utility Bylaw of The City of
Red Deer.

COUNCIL ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:
Bylaw No. 3273/2000 is hereby amended as follows:

1.

By deleting Appendix "A" - Distribution Tariff - and replacing it with Appendix
"A" attached hereto.

2.

This bylaw shall come into effect on January 1, 2009.

READ A FIRST TIME IN OPEN COUNCIL this

1st

day of

December 2008.

READ A SECOND TIME IN OPEN COUNCIL this

1st

day of

December 2008.

READ A THIRD TIME IN OPEN COUNCIL this

1st

day of

December 2008.

AND SIGNED BY THE MAYOR AND CITY CLERK this 1st

day of

December 2008.

"Morris Flewwelling"

"Lisa Perkins"

MAYOR

CITY CLERK
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CITY OF RED DEER
ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER DEPARTMENT

DISTRIBUTION TARIFF
GENERAL

Effective Date
This Tariff is effective on January 1, 2009. It applies to all consumptions, whether estimated or actual,
on and after January 1, 2009, for the use of System Access and Distribution Access services.

Terms and Conditions
The "Terms and Conditions for Distribution Access Services" and the "Terms and Conditions for Retail
Access Services" are part of this Tariff. Furthermore, the "Schedule of Fees for Distribution Access
Services" and the "Retail Access Service Agreement" are also part of this Tariff.

Billing Demand
The kVA of Billing Demand with respect to the monthly billing period will be the greater of:
1.

the highest kV A Metered Demand in the monthly billing period; or

2.

the highest kV A Metered Demand in the 12 consecutive months including and ending with the
monthly billing period.

The kVA Metered Demand will be measured by either a thermal demand meter having a demand
response period of 90% in 15 minutes and a 30 minute test period, or 15 minute interval demand
metering equipment.
The kVA of Billing Demand will be re-established on such shorter periods of time as designated by the
Electric Light & Power Manager for the individual customer as warranted by that customer's changing
load characteristics.
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RESIDENTIAL - RATE 61
Application

Applies to all residential premises which are measured by a single meter and which
contain not more than two dwelling units.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

$per day

0.1463

0.3162

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0107

Basic Charge
Variable Charge

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January l, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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GENERAL SERVICE - RATE 63
Application

Applies to non-residential customers and to residential premises not entitled to Rate
61, plus the "house lights" services (including common area lighting and utility rooms)
of apartment buildings where the kVA Metered Demand is less than 50 kVA. If the
kVA Metered Demand exceeds 50 kVA, Rate 64 will be applied immediately and will
be continued to be applied irrespective of future kVA Metered Demand.
Services are to be taken at one of the following nominal voltages:
120/240 Volts, single phase, 3 wire;
120/208Y Volts, network, 3 wire;
120/208Y Volts, three phase, 4 wire;
347/600Y Volts, three phase, 4 wire.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit
Basic Charge
Variable Charge

$per day
$/kWh of all energy

System
Access

Distribution
Access

0.608

0.9195

0.0051

0.0084

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Charge), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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GENERALSERVICE-RATE64
Application

Applies to commercial and industrial installations where service is taken at the voltage
listed for Rate 63 but where the kVA Metered Demand is 50 kVA or greater.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing Demand
per day

0.0671

0.0803

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0057

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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LARGE GENERAL SERVICE/INDUSTRIAL - RATE 78
Application

Applies where 4, 160 volts or greater is available with adequate system capacity and
service is taken at 4,160 volts or greater, balanced three phase and the kVA Metered
Demand is not less than 1000 kVA.
Rate 78 is also applicable to all customers who were billed on Rate 78 prior to
December 31, 2000 regardless of the kVA Metered Demand.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing
Demand per day

0.0706

0.081

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0055

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Charge), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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STREET LIGHT SERVICE - RA TE 81
Application

Applies to standard street light fixtures.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing
Demand per day

0.0938

0.0985

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0067

Note: Demand and consumption values of individual fixtures will be established by the
Electric Light & Power Manager and will be reviewed by the Electric Light & Power
Manager from time to time.

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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TRAFFIC LIGHT SERVICE - RATE 82
Application

Applies to standard traffic light systems.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing
Demand per day

0.0938

0.1012

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0066

Note: Demand and consumption values of individual fixtures will be established by the
Electric Light & Power Manager and will be reviewed by the Electric Light & Power
Manager from time to time.

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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DISTRIBUTION GENERATION - RATE 83
Application

Applies to generators meeting all of the following requirements
1. Have a capacity of 150 kW or greater, and connected to a distribution voltage;
2. Have installed a revenue class bi-directional 15-minute interval meter.
Generators not meeting the above requirements are reviewed on an individual basis.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

Distribution Access

Capacity Charge

$/kW of peak output per day

0.0825

Variable Charge

$/kWh of supplied energy

0.0057

Note:

1. Power consumption by the customer for standby purposes is subject to an
applicable rate (61, 63, 64, 78, 81or82) for load customers
2. Peak output is measured and calculated in the same manner as the Billing
Demand for load customers

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Transmission
Charge

As per the applicable supply tariff of the Transmission Administrator. This is a charge
to the customer and is added to the customer's bill.

Transmission
Credit

DTS x l:(A - B) where
DTS is the applicable demand tariff of the Transmission Administrator
A is hourly gross billing determinants at the Point of Delivery to which the customer is
connected
B is hourly net billing determinants at the Point of Delivery to which the customer is
connected
This is a credit to the customer and is calculated on a monthly basis.

Sanja Milinovic

Subject:

Rob Gibson
November 27, 2008 3:55 PM
Sanja Milinovic
Ligong Gan
RE: distribution key messages for council

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
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Sent:
To:

Cc:
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Thank you!

From: Sanja Milinovic

Sent: November 27, 2008 3:54 PM
To: Rob Gibson
Cc: Lisa Perkins

Subject: RE: distribution key messages for council

Rob,
The agendas have already been sent out today. However I will discuss this with Lisa in the morning
and see what the appropriate procedure would be. I will keep you informed.

Sanja Milinovic
Legislative Services Assistant
The City of Red Deer
Legislative & Administrative Services
Phone: 403.342.8357

From: Rob Gibson

Sent: November 27, 2008 3:50 PM
To: Sanja Milinovic

Subject: FW: distribution key messages for council
Hi Sanja, I just realized that Kim is out of the office could you help me with this?
See below.
Rob
From:

Sent:
To:

Rob Gibson
November 27, 2008 3:48 PM
Kim Woods

Subject:

Hi Kim I know you guys are busy celebrating (is that the right word) Kelly's departure.
Ligong asked me to forward this to you for the distribution tariff increase, I'm not sure if it's too late to attach it to the
council notes?
I'm sorry I missed the meeting where you went through the council process with our department.
Thanks

<< File: 2008 Council Key messages_changes to distribution tariff (2).DOC >>
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Rob Gibson
Communications & Strategic Planning
The City of Red Deer
Direct 403.309.8596
Main 403.342.8147
Fax 403.342.8268
rob.gibson@reddeer.ca
www.reddeer.ca
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Sanja Milinovic
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rob Gibson
November 27, 2008 3:50 PM
Sanja Milinovic
FW: distribution key messages for council

Attachments:

2008 Council Key messages_changes to distribution tariff (2).DOC

Hi Sanja, I just realized that Kim is out of the office could you help me with this?
See below.
Rob

From:

Sent:
To:

Rob Gibson
November 27, 2008 3:48 PM
Kim Woods

Subject:
Hi Kim I know you guys are busy celebrating (is that the right word} Kelly's departure.
Ligong asked me to forward this to you for the distribution tariff increase, I'm not sure if it's too late to attach it to the
council notes?
I'm sorry I missed the meeting where you went through the council process with our department.
Thanks

2008 Council Key
messages_chan ...

Rob Gibson
Communications & Strategic Planning
The City of Red Deer
Direct 403.309.8596
Main 403.342.8147
Fax 403.342.8268
rob.gibson@reddeer.ca
www.reddeer.ca
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Bl Red Deer

Legislative & Administrative Services

DATE:

November 27, 2008

TO:

Craig Curtis, City Manager
City Council

FROM:

Sanja Milinovic, Legislative Services Assistant

SUBJECT:

Distribution Tariff Increase Key Messages

Ligong Gan, Electric Light & Power Manager has asked for you to review the
enclosed document. This document is in relation to the Agenda item Electric,
Light & Power Manager - Re: Revision to Distribution Tariff Effective January 1,
2009/3273/ A-2008.

~~tlUI~
Sanja Milinovic
Legislative Services Assistant
Enclosure

November 26, 2008

KEY MESSAGES

Changes to distribution tariff
•

Electricity consumers in Red Deer will see their electricity delivery charges rise in 2009.

•

The EL&P Department, as the operator of the electric distribution system in Red Deer, recovers its operating
costs through its Distribution Tariff which is regulated and approved by Council.

•

EL&P's operating costs are forecasted to increase by approximately $2.8 million while increased revenue due to
load growth is forecasted to be only $0.7 million, resulting in a net shortfall of $2.1 million, which is equivalent of
increasing the Distribution Tariff by 7.9 percent.

•

An average residential customer with a monthly distribution charge of $21.54 in 2008 will see an increase of $2
per month to an average of $23.52 per month charge on distribution services.

•

This is the first Distribution Access Charge increase since May I, 2002.

•

The new provincial transmission tariff, made effective August I, 2008, results in an increase to EL&P's
transmission payments to AESO. EL&P predicts an increase of 0.2 to 0.8 million to its SAC cost as a result of the
new transmission tariff. System access charge is our share of the costs to build and maintain the Alberta
transmission grid.

•

EL&P forecasts an increase in operating and maintenance costs for 2009. EL&P has proposed a number of
maintenance projects for 2009 and proposes adding three new technical staff to its workforce.

•

Red Deer's electric distribution rates remain very competitive compared with other Alberta utilities.

BRedDeer

Legislative & Administrative Services

DATE:

November 27, 2008

TO:

Craig Curtis, City Manager
City Council

FROM:

Sanja Milinovic, Legislative Services Assistant

SUBJECT:

Distribution Tariff Increase Key Messages

Ligong Gan, Electric Light & Power Manager has asked for you to review the
enclosed document. This document is in relation to the Agenda item Electric,
Light & Power Manager -Re: Revision to Distribution Tariff Effective January 1,
2009 /3273/ A-2008.

~vffi~aNu
Sanja Milinovic
Legislative Services Assistant
Enclosure

November 26, 2008

KEY MESSAGES

Changes to distribution tariff
•

Electricity consumers in Red Deer will see their electricity delivery charges rise in 2009.

•

The EL&P Department, as the operator of the electric distribution system in Red Deer, recovers its operating
costs through its Distribution Tariff which is regulated and approved by Council.

•

EL&P's operating costs are forecasted to increase by approximately $2.8 million while increased revenue due to
load growth is forecasted to be only $0.7 million, resulting in a net shortfall of $2.1 million, which is equivalent of
increasing the Distribution Tariff by 7.9 percent.

•

An average residential customer with a monthly distribution charge of $21.54 in 2008 will see an increase of $2
per month to an average of $23.52 per month charge on distribution services.

•

This is the first Distribution Access Charge increase since May I, 2002.

•

The new provincial transmission tariff, made effective August I, 2008, results in an increase to EL&P's
transmission payments to AESO. EL&P predicts an increase of 0.2 to 0.8 million to its SAC cost as a result of the
new transmission tariff. System access charge is our share of the costs to build and maintain the Alberta
transmission grid.

•.·'. EL&P forecasts an: increase in operating and maintenance costs for 2009. EL&P has proposed a number of
maintenance projects for 2009 and proposes adding three new technical staff to its workforce~
. .
•

Red Deer's electric distribution rates remain very competitive compared with other Alberta utilities.

It Red Deer

LEGISLATIVE & ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

DATE:

December 22, 2008

TO:

Paul Goranson, Director of Development Services
Barb Creighton, Corporate Controller
Germain Brisbois, Financial Accounting Supervisor
Genny Leier, Customer Services Clerk
Vicki Swainson, Inspections & Licensing Development Officer
L. Soley, Land & Economic Development
Ligong Gan, Electric, Light & Power Manager
Energy Clerk, Paula Robertson
Karen Lange, E, L & P Accountant
Randy Ferrier, Electrical Planning Assistant
J. Gross, Electrical Planning Assistant
Andreas Zabel, Utility Specialist
City Solicitor
Court House
Library

FROM:

Kim Woods, Council Services Coordinator
Legislative & Administrative Services

RE:

Electric Utility Bylaw 327312000
Amendment No. 3273/A-2008 (As approved by Council on December 1, 2008)

At the December 1, 2008 meeting of Red Deer City Council, Council approved Electric Utility
Bylaw Amendment 3273/A-2008.
Please replace Appendix 'A' with the new Appendix 'A' , as attached to this memo.
Thank you.

Council Services Coordinator
attchs.
c
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BYLAW NO. 3273/A-2008

Being a bylaw to amend Bylaw No. 3273/2000, the Electric Utility Bylaw of The City of
Red Deer.

COUNCIL ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:
Bylaw No. 3273/2000 is hereby amended as follows:

1.

By deleting Appendix "A" - Distribution Tariff - and replacing it with Appendix
"A" attached hereto.

2.

This bylaw shall come into effect on January 1, 2009.

READ A FIRST TIME IN OPEN COUNCIL this

1st

day of

December 2008.

READ A SECOND TIME IN OPEN COUNCIL this

1st

day of

December 2008.

READ A THIRD TIME IN OPEN COUNCIL this

1st

day of

December 2008.

AND SIGNED BY THE MAYOR AND CITY CLERK this 1st

day of

December 2008.

"Morris Flewwelling"

"Lisa Perkins"

MAYOR

CITY CLERK
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CITY OF RED DEER
ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER DEPARTMENT

DISTRIBUTION TARIFF
GENERAL

Effective Date
This Tariff is effective on January 1, 2009. It applies to all consumptions, whether estimated or actual,
on and after January 1, 2009, for the use of System Access and Distribution Access services.

Terms and Conditions
The "Terms and Conditions for Distribution Access Services" and the "Terms and Conditions for Retail
Access Services" are part of this Tariff. Furthermore, the "Schedule of Fees for Distribution Access
Services" and the "Retail Access Service Agreement" are also part of this Tariff.

Billing Demand
The kVA of Billing Demand with respect to the monthly billing period will be the greater of:
1.

the highest kVA Metered Demand in the monthly billing period; or

2.

the highest kVA Metered Demand in the 12 consecutive months including and ending with the
monthly billing period.

The kVA Metered Demand will be measured by either a thermal demand meter having a demand
response period of 90% in 15 minutes and a 30 minute test period, or 15 minute interval demand
metering equipment.
The kV A of Billing Demand will be re-established on such shorter periods of time as designated by the
Electric Light & Power Manager for the individual customer as warranted by that customer's changing
load characteristics.
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RESIDENTIAL-RATE 61
Application

Applies to all residential premises which are measured by a single meter and which
contain not more than two dwelling units.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

$per day

0.1463

0.3162

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0107

Basic Charge
Variable Charge

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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GENERAL SERVICE - RATE 63
Application

Applies to non-residential customers and to residential premises not entitled to Rate
61, plus the "house lights" services (including common area lighting and utility rooms)
of apartment buildings where the kV A Metered Demand is less than 50 kVA. If the
kVA Metered Demand exceeds 50 kVA, Rate 64 will be applied immediately and will
be continued to be applied irrespective of future kVA Metered Demand.
Services are to be taken at one of the following nominal voltages:
120/240 Volts, single phase, 3 wire;
120/208Y Volts, network, 3 wire;
120/208Y Volts, three phase, 4 wire;
347/600Y Volts, three phase, 4 wire.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit
Basic Charge
Variable Charge

System
Access

Distribution
Access

$per day

0.608

0.9195

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0084

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Charge), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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GENERAL SERVICE-RATE 64
Application

Applies to commercial and industrial installations where service is taken at the voltage
listed for Rate 63 but where the kVA Metered Demand is 50 kVA or greater.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing Demand
per day

0.0671

0.0803

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0057

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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LARGE GENERAL SERVICE/INDUSTRIAL - RATE 78
Application

Applies where 4,160 volts or greater is available with adequate system capacity and
service is taken at 4,160 volts or greater, balanced three phase and the kVA Metered
Demand is not less than 1000 kVA.
Rate 78 is also applicable to all customers who were billed on Rate 78 prior to
December 31, 2000 regardless of the kVA Metered Demand.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing
Demand per day

0.0706

0.081

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0055

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Charge), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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STREET LIGHT SERVICE - RATE 81
Application

Applies to standard street light fixtures.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing
Demand per day

0.0938

0.0985

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0067

Note: Demand and consumption values of individual fixtures will be established by the
Electric Light & Power Manager and will be reviewed by the Electric Light & Power
Manager from time to time.

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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TRAFFIC LIGHT SERVICE - RATE 82
Application

Applies to standard traffic light systems.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing
Demand per day

0.0938

0.1012

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0066

Note: Demand and consumption values of individual fixtures will be established by the
Electric Light & Power Manager and will be reviewed by the Electric Light & Power
Manager from time to time.

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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DISTRIBUTION GENERATION - RATE 83
Application

Applies to generators meeting all of the following requirements
1. Have a capacity of 150 kW or greater, and connected to a distribution voltage;
2. Have installed a revenue class bi-directional 15-minute interval meter.
Generators not meeting the above requirements are reviewed on an individual basis.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

Distribution Access

Capacity Charge

$/kW of peak output per day

0.0825

Variable Charge

$/kWh of supplied energy

0.0057

Note:

1. Power consumption by the customer for standby purposes is subject to an
applicable rate (61, 63, 64, 78, 81 or 82) for load customers
2. Peak output is measured and calculated in the same manner as the Billing
Demand for load customers

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Transmission
Charge

As per the applicable supply tariff of the Transmission Administrator. This is a charge
to the customer and is added to the customer's bill.

Transmission
Credit

DTS x ~(A- B) where
DTS is the applicable demand tariff of the Transmission Administrator
A is hourly gross billing determinants at the Point of Delivery to which the customer is
connected
B is hourly net billing determinants at the Point of Delivery to which the customer is
connected
This is a credit to the customer and is calculated on a monthly basis.
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Reports Item f"Jo . 2

COMMUNICATIONS & STRATETIC PLANNING

Date:

November 25, 2008

To:

Kelly Kloss, Legislative & Administrative Service Manager

From:

Julia Harvie-Shemko, C ommunications & St rategic Planning Manager

Subject:

2009-20 I I Strategic Direction

This report has been developed on behalf of the 2009 - 20 I I Strat egic Direction committee. The
committee members are:
Sara Alaric, Communications & Strategic Planning
Scott Cameron, Social Planning
Craig Curtis, City Manager
Shelley Gagnon, Recreation, Parks and Culture
Cindy Jefferies, City Council
Kelly Kloss, Legislative Services
Bart Rowland, Emergency Services
Ron Soehn, Information Technology Services
Kristy Svoboda, Human Resources
Tara Veer. City Council
Pam Yust, Public Works
Julia Harvie-Shemko, Communications & Strategic Planning
Christina Lust, Strategic Initiatives Planner, Community Services
Lisa Perkins, Strategic Initiatives Planner, Corporate Services

Legislative History
Every three years following a municipal election, a new strategic plan is developed. The last municipal
election took place in October 2007 and work on the new strategic plan began in December 2007.
The New Deal for Cities and Communities (NDCC) through the Federal and Provincial Governments
assists Red Deer in addressing our infrastructure needs and lays the foundation for future
environmentally-sustainable economic growth across the province. A requirement of the NDCC is the
completion of an Integrated Community Sustainability Plan (!CSP). The !CSP is any new or existing long
term plan developed in consultation with community members regarding the sustainability of the
community in terms of environmental, cultural, social and economic dimensions of our identity. The
2009 - 20 I I Strategic Direction fulfills the requirement to have an !CSP completed by December
2008.

Backg ro und
The City's Strategic Plan guides us along a path and provides focus and purpose to all we do. It sets out
our strategic agenda and guides all planning initiatives and service delivery activities within the
organization. This strategic plan explains what we want to achieve for Red Deer and how The City
works toward our vision.
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The strategic plan process is divided into three sections: strategic direction, strategic bridge, and
strategic implementation. This report includes the completion of the strategic direction for The City of
Red Deer. The strategic bridge and implementation processes will be further developed in 2009.
This strategic direction was completed through consultation, environmental scanning and internal
analysis. It represents a change in thinking for the organization and challenges us to think of new ways
to work together in reaching our vision.
Rather than list each service, the strategic direction establishes how we will approach everything we
do. The plan ass umes we will continue delivering core services.

City of Red Deer Strategic Direction

GOALS
VI SION
Innovative thinking.
Inspired results.
Vibrant community

OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES
Utilize five pillars of sustainability in decis ion making

Sustainable
Lea d, model and practice the pri nciples of

Goal Area
Be Strategic

I

economic, envi ronm ental, cultura l, social, and

- ·

Leadership

Spirit to Make it Happen

Effective decision m aking

by

M--·
•
•

trusting our

encouraging wo rk life balance

Be Excellent

Collaborate for Success
Foster an environme nt that encourages positive
co nn ec tions, mutual reliance and excellenc e

H :

Innovate
Identify and create opportuni ties fo r growth

Shared leadership
Impro ve internal communication and consultation

~-----------------~

•

Lea rn and apply learning

•

Increase our profile

and improveme nt

CORNERSTONE
VALUES AND GUIDING
PRINCIPLES
Respect
Integrity
Service
Excellence

Create orga nizational capacity

Ensure employee sense of purpose and belonging

~-----------------~

people, val uing the wo rk they do an d

Goal Area

-

Achieve cu ltural sustainability

Employee belief in the strategic plan

MISSION

Create a sus tai nabl e workforce

Achieve financial sustainability
Achieve social sustai nabili ty

gove rn ance sustainability

Make decisions focu sed on strategic priorities

The City of Red Deer works
together to provide leadership
and sustainable municipal
services for our community

Achieve environmental sustai nability

Distinctive Character

Integrate corporate plans to reflect unique character

Create a sense of place and belong that reflects community priorities and our vision while

Goal Area
Be Auth e ntic

respecting future generations

Community Relationships

an d quali ty of life
•

Create sense of safety and securi ty

~·_ _D_e_ve_lo_p_ c_o_r_po_ra_t_e_a_n_d_co_m
_m
_
un_ity
_in_f_ra_st_r_
uc_tu_r_e_~

Strengthen relationships with other governments

Shared leadership for Centra l Alberta region
Build effective and meaningful relationships to
achieve th e best for o ur commun ity

Improve external communication and consultation
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Sustainability
The 2009 - 20 I I Strategic Direction shows The City's commitment to providing leadership in ensuring
both the organization and community are sustainable. Although the environment is the most widely
understood area of sustainability, it is more than that. Sustainability includes:
• Economic - a flourishing and diverse local economy
• Environment - a quality natural and built environment
• Social - a harmonious and inclusive community
• Culture - a vibrant and festive community
• Governance - an effective and inclusive municipal government
As a municipality we need to conduct our business and deliver services and programs that contribute
to the health and welfare of our citizens while at the same time thinking about the effects it will have
on our children, our grandchildren and our great-grandchildren.
It is imperative that all areas of sustainability are taken into consideration in our planning and
implementation. The integration of people, place and economy in long-term planning is critical in
achieving community development. The development of processes to ensure this practice will be
critical as we move forward.
All areas of The City's 2009 - 20 I I Strategic Direction have elements of sustainability both for the
community and the organization . The concepts of sustainability weave their way through all we do and
the decisions we make.

Consultation
Consultation occurred throughout the development of the plan with citizens, community leaders,
regional governments, staff and Council members. Between February and April 2008 consultation
supported the gathering of data for a situation assessment. The purpose of a situation assessment is to
determine "where are we now?" This involved the gathering, analysis and use of information about
events, trends and relationships affecting our organization. By completing a situation assessment, The
City obtained information that positions itself to be more strategic in the future.
Following the development of the draft strategic direction, stakeholders were asked to provide
feedback on the components. This took place between April and August 2008
Informal consultation and communication took place throughout the development process. Both
meaningful formal and information consultation and communication need to continue for the success of
the plan.

Next steps
For the strategic direction to be successful, it is imperative that it be put into action. The completed
strategic plan (strategic direction, strategic bridge and strategic implementation) is our roadmap leading
to the vision of "Innovative thinking. Inspired results. Vibrant community."
Next the strategic bridge (objectives/outcomes and corporate priorities) will be completed by the
spring of 2009. Following that the connection will be made to the service plan process through the
strategic implementation as departments will complete the strategies and actions that will put the plan
into action.
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Service Planning
Critical Success Factors
····-···-·-.......

Corporate
Priority

Strategy

Actions

Individual Work P lans

Strategy

Actions

Individual Work Plans

Strategy

Acti ons

Individu a l Work Plans

Strategy

Actions

Individual Work P lans

Objective
Corporate
Priority
..

/

·----

Barriers

A process for measuring and communicating success in working towards t he vision will be developed
in 2009.
Recommendations

That City Council:
I. Approve the 2009 - 20 I I Strategic Direction including vision, mission and goals.
2. Approve the 2009 - 20 I I Strategic Bridge objectives/outcomes in principle to further define
the Strategic Bridge components (objectives/outcomes and corporate priorities).
3. Approve the 2009 - 20 I I Strategic Direction as Red Deer's Integrated Community ··
Sustainability Plan, a requirement of the new Deal for C ities and Communities.

Julia Harvie-Shemko
Co mmunications & Strategic Planning Manager
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~RedDeer

2009 - 20 I I Strategic Direction
December 2008
2009-20 I I Strategic Direction Committee
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2009 - 20 I I Strategic Plan
Executive Summary
Everyday The City of Red Deer provides important services that enhance the quality of life of
residents. These services range from clean drinking water to transit service to recreational
programs for after school care.
Residents and business owners want to feel confident they are getting the best value for their
tax dollars. Knowing how The City sets priorities for the delivery and improvement of services,
programs and infrastructure helps citizens gauge how well their money is spent.
The City also provides internal services. From fair compensation packages to effective office
space to challenging work; without qualified and engaged staff, service to the community would
not happen successfully.
The City's Strategic Plan guides us along a path and provides focus and purpose to all we do. It
sets out our strategic agenda and guides all planning initiatives and service delivery activities
within the organization. This strategic plan explains what we want to achieve for Red Deer and
how The City works toward our vision.
Every three years following the municipal elections, work on renewing the strategic plan begins.
A cross-departmental committee including two Council members was developed to create the
2009 - 20 I I Strategic Direction. The committee began their work in January 2008.
The strategic plan process is divided into three sections: strategic direction, strategic bridge, and
strategic implementation. This report includes the completion of the strategic direction for The
City of Red Deer. The strategic bridge and implementation processes will be further developed
in 2009.
This strategic direction was completed through consultation, environmental scanning and
internal analysis. It represents a change in thinking for the organization and challenges us to think
of new ways to work together in reaching our vision.
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I. Introduction
1.1. What is a strategic plan?
A strategic plan provides purpose and direction. It is a map that provides a common
direction and helps an organization make decisions based on a shared vision.
A strategic plan includes strategic direction, strategic connection and strategic
implementation. Strategic direction includes the vision, mission and goals. Strategic
connection includes the objectives and corporate priorities. Strategic implementation
puts the plan into action.
Orm/I purpose

VISION~/ q,,,,d~hk
\

Things that must go nght

I

•q'n

"-------

Specific steps

~----:__
C_R_
IT-IC_A_L~
_ FACTORS

GOAL
~-~--~

GOAL

MISSION

GOAL

OBJECTIVES

STRATEGIES

ACTIONS

CORPORATE
PRIORITIES

GOAL

(
Long-term aims

GOAL

~.)

BARRIERS

Actirities to be undertaken
Things that hinder success

1.2. Why is a strategic plan important for The City of Red Deer?
The City is faced with more complex decisions and projects than ever before.
Managing the impact of dramatic growth, rising costs, new legislative requirements and
a challenging economy without drastically reducing the quality, level and range of
services delivered internally and externally is difficult.
When The City plans it is normally mainly focused on the services seen by the public.
However, it is also necessary to support the employees who deliver these services
plus the 'behind the scenes' services. Without them there would be no transit service,
recreation activities nor recycling programs. Long-term strategies are needed now
more than ever to ensure we are taking care of both our community and our
employees.
The Strategic Plan sets overall direction for The City of Red Deer in providing
municipal programs and services to our citizens and our employees. It ensures The
City has the capacity, the right tools, good systems and the right people to deliver
these services.
The municipality must always be looking ahead, anticipating change and developing
strategy to proactively and successfully navigate our way through tough decisions.
Strategic planning requires us to challenge the status quo, change our behaviours,
implement new procedures and put new systems in place to reach towards our vision.
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For The City of Red Deer to be successful we need a roadmap for success. A
strategic plan provides direction and focus for all employees. It helps us all align with
common goals. If we don't know where we are going, we will wander aimlessly with
priorities constantly changing and employees confused about the purpose of their
jobs.
However, the best plans and ideas without great execution are just simply plans and
ideas. The strategic direction and bridge are the foundation on which all department
and division activities can be connected and 'aligned' to the vision. Successful strategic
direction is reflected in departmental service plans to individual staff work plans and in
everything between. Every City employee plays a part in making the strategic plan
successful.
Some of the benefits of good planning and great execution are:
• Better decision making - Information communicated through vision and strategy
allows people to make the best decisions.
• Increased engagement - When conflict and confusion of priorities is eliminated
and a shared vision is apparent, employees feel more engaged in the purpose of
their work. Community members also feel more engaged because they
understand The City's priorities.
• Increased capacity - By choosing focus areas and priorities, staff will be focused on
what is important and less concerned with what is not.
• Increased energy - The Strategic Plan will remind us of our vision, mission and
guiding values when we need to make tough decisions. It will help direct employee
energy in the right direction when faced with these difficult decisions.
• Success - Working towards a shared vision and having a plan will greatly increase
our rate of success.
The City of Red Deer's Strategic Plan is not a comprehensive list of all the programs,
services and activities The City provides. Rather it identifies the key areas of focus for
at least the next three years.
It is important to note that The City of Red Deer partners with many external
organizations to deliver services and programs to citizens. Initiatives these partners
undertake are not covered in The City's Strategic Plan. This plan focuses on initiatives
within our own operations.
The 2009 - 20 I I Strategic Plan is The City's organizational plan for how we run our
internal business and how we deliver services to the community. It has been
developed based on consultation and planning processes, our assessment of the
current environment and trends, and our primary purpose of providing services to
citizens.
The complete City of Red Deer's Strategic Plan focuses us on working together to
achieve our vision of innovative thinking, inspired results, vibrant community.

1.3. The strategic plan phases
There are three sections to The City's Strategic Plan:
I. Strategic direction provides the direction for The City. It includes the vision,
mission and goals. It is essential the strategic direction is clear, understood and
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shared so all aspects of the organization are moving in the same direction and
are using the same roadmap.

2.

Strategic bridge connects between the direction and the implementation. It
includes the objectives and corporate priorities.

3. Without action a plan is only as good as the paper it is written on. Strategic
implementation ensures the strategic plan is put into action. Implementation
includes identifying critical success factors and barriers, and identifying strategies
and actions that work us towards success the corporate priorities and success
in the objectives.

1.4. Sustainability
The 2009 - 20 I I Strategic Direction shows The City's commitment to providing
leadership in ensuring both the organization and community are sustainable.
Sustainability may seem like the newest buzzword however the concept really has
been around for many years. Simply put, it's living a lifestyle today that meets our
needs but does not prejudice the ability of future generations to meet theirs.
Although the environment is the most widely understood area of sustainability, it is
more than that. Sustainability includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Economic - a flourishing and diverse local economy
Environment - a quality natural and built environment
Social - a harmonious and inclusive community
Culture - a vibrant and festive community
Governance - an effective and inclusive municipal government

When we volunteer at the food bank, when we walk to the store instead of drive,
when we recycle our cardboard, when we celebrate our history and heritage, when
we fix the dripping tap, we are practicing sustainability.
As a municipality we need to conduct our business and deliver services and programs
that contribute to the health and welfare of our citizens while at the same time
thinking about the effects it will have on our children, our grandchildren and our
great-grandchildren.
When The City works with the province on affordable housing initiatives, provides a
blue box program, carries out community policing initiatives, delivers after school
programs at the Callicutt Centre; that's sustainability.
It is imperative that all areas of sustainability are taken into consideration in our
planning and implementation. The integration of people, place and economy in longterm planning is critical in achieving community development. The development of
processes to ensure this practice will be critical as we move forward.
All areas of The City's 2009 - 2011 Strategic Direction have elements of sustainability
both for the community and the organization. The concepts of sustainability weave
their way through all we do and the decisions we make.
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1.5. How the plan fits w ith other plans
Note: t his is on ly a small samp le of t he t ypes of plans w it hin The C it y of Red Deer
operations
Strategic Plan

I

I

Growing
community
character

Infrastructure
development
and maintenance
./

Culture plans

'

./

Transpo rtation
plans

-

Recreation plans

'
r

-

'

./

Downtown
plans

' Environmental "
Master Plans

"

\.

-

'

'

-

r

-

Mu nicipal
Development
Plan

In put fro m
co mm u nity,
regio n,
Council and
staff

"

-

./

Major Area
Struct ure Plans

,/

./

./

'

./

Transit Master
Plan

'

lntermuncipal
Development
Plan

./

r

I

'Physical growth
management

'

,/

Corporate Services fun ctions provide t he found ation for success

I HR Master Plan

11 Enterprise Asset Management

11 Budgeting

I

I Financial forecasting & plann ing 11 Organ izational development plans

I

1.6. The strategic plan and essentia l services
Essent ial services are t he very bas ic services required to e nsure a safe and healt hy
co mmun ity. Essent ial services include services such as waste water management, safe
drin king water and e lectricit y. Rather t han li st each essent ial service, t he st rategic
direction estab li shes how we w ill approach everything we do . T he plan assumes we
wi ll cont in ue de liveri ng core services.
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2. About The City of Red Deer
The City of Red Deer is led by the Mayor and eight Councillors who are elected by the
citizens every three years. The last election took place in October 2007. The Mayor is the
official representative and provides leadership to Council to ensure the interests of the
municipality and its citizens are represented. Councillors work with the Mayor and
represent citizens and the community by providing direction and determining organizational
priorities.
The City of Red Deer operations are divided into three divisions and the City Managers
office under which 17 departments fall. Policing Services are provided by a contract through
the RCMP.
Through its 17 departments The City provides a variety of services to the community.
Development Services provides services dealing with infrastructure, emergency services,
enforcement, utilities, and buildings. The Community Services Department provides the
community enhancements and supports through recreation, parks, culture, social planning,
as well as transit and policing. Corporate Services and the City Managers office offer the
governance and internal services required for the organization to function.

,

The City of Red Deer has a long tradition of working with the community it serves to
realize the best for our community. The City works informally and formally with the
community. On a formal basis, The City contracts outside agencies for two other key
services, legal and planning. In addition, The City provides services through partner or armslength agencies such as:
• Tourism Red Deer
• Red Deer Mqr.eum + Art Gallery (MAG)
• Riverbend Golf and Recreation Society
• Waskasoo Environmental Education Society (WEES)
• Red Deer Public Library (RDPL)

2.1. City Service Areas
Department
City Manager

Service areas•

City Manager

Provide leadership to the organization
Support development and maintenance of long range planning
Ensure policy direction set by Council is fulfilled
Ensure operations and policies are carried out and communicated
Champion the strategic plan
Communications strategy and planning
Corporate communications
Media relations
Strategic planning
Corporate event planning
Recruitment
Payroll
Compensation and benefit administration
Labour relations
Occupational health and wellness services

Communications
& Strategic
Planning

Human
Resources
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Department

Service areas'
Safety initiatives
Training and development

Corporate Services
Directorate
Assessment &
Taxation Services

Financial Services

Information
Technology
Services
:

Provide leadership to division departments
Disaster services
Valuate property for taxation purposes
Valuate property for business revitalization zone purposes
Collect property and business revitalization zone taxes
Central City database for civic addresses and property owners
Operating and capital budget
Capital asset and debenture systems
Banking, cash investments, loans and guarantees
Insurance policies and practices
Financial applications, including financial systems and sub-systems
Business process development, internal controls and reviews
Financial data recovery policies and standards
Accounts receivable, accounts payable, cash and collections, utility
billing, purchasing
GST processes, month and year-end corporate activity and reporting
External audit process
Technology infrastructure and security - computer workstations,
servers, networks, voice systems
Technology applications/development
Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
Asset management
Software and web applications
Direct link to Council
Council agendas and minutes, communicate decisions of Council
Council and committees support
Elections and census
Records & Information Management, Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy (FOIP)
Mail and print room

_,.:.....-,,_

Legislative
Services

Community Services
Directorate

Royal Canadian
Mounted Police
(RCMP)

Recreation, Parks
and Culture

Provide leadership to division departments and contracted agencies
Crime Prevention
Major Projects Planning
Contracted service
Community based policing service through prevention, education,
enforcement
Civilian municipal staff - bylaw officers, dispatch clerks, court clerks,
filing and steno clerks
Ecological services
Neighbourhood recreation/park facilities and open space
Cemeteries, parks, trails, bridges, park equipment and maintenance
Trails, turf, sport field, tree and shrub programs, play structures
Park construction
G.H. Dawe, Recreation Centre and Callicutt Centre recreation and
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Department

Social Planning

Transit

Service areasl
leisure services and special events
Neighbourhood facilities and community centres
Community development approach for leisure services
Arts, heritage preservation, and culture
Historical records, archives
Aquatics, arenas
Supports not-for-profit agencies
Family and Community Support Services (FCSS)
Affordable housing
Social demographics and trends
Social impact consideration during land use planning
Public transit
Transit security
Action bus

Development Services
Directorate
Electric Light &
Power

Emergenc;y .
Services

Engineering
Services

Environmental
Services

Provide leadership to division departments
Red Deer 300,000 implementation
Electric transmission and distribution facilities
New service construction and connection, meter installation, electric
meter reading
Underground cable locating
Electric system trouble response
Street light and traffic light installation and maintenance
Emerge111=x: me:diql s~rvices, advanced and b,asic: life.support ambulance
service
Emergency communications, dispatch services
Fire suppression
High angle, ice, trench, and river rescues and vehicle extrication
Hazardous materials response (HAZMAT); chemical, biological,
radiological and nuclear (CBRN) incident response
Fire investigation and Fire Code inspections
Fire and injury prevention and public education
Traffic network management and planning
Development of roadway network of sidewalks, bridges, culverts,
parking, signs and signals
Water distribution, drainage systems, wastewater collection, pumping
stations and water storage facility construction
Utility studies and planning, design guidelines, utility off-site levies,
construction and inspection, specialty maps, development agreements
Construction and major maintenance of water, wastewater and
stormwater infrastructure
Waste Management Facility, Waste Management Interpretive Centre
Garbage collection, blue box recycling, yard waste collection, household
hazardous waste drop-off, compost sales
Master planning for waste management, water and wastewater utilities
Wastewater treatment plant and collection network
Water treatment plant and distribution network
Storm water collection
•r•

r

•
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Department

Service areas•

Inspections &
Licensing

Enforce Alberta Building Code
Electrical, plumbing, building, gas and heating inspections
Development application approval
Downtown parking enforcement, on and off street
Bylaw enforcement and licensing
Animal control
Facilitate private and public sector investments in the region
Acquire, develop, market and sell industrial and residential land
Identify potential commercial and industrial opportunities
Maintain City buildings
City fleet equipment
Materiel management
Maintain roadways, sidewalks, lanes, bridges
Snow removal and sanding
Install and maintain parking meters and traffic signs
Manufacture, install and maintain signs

Land & Economic
Development
Public Works

' Each service area may include many separate detailed services
Information collected from the 2009 Service Plans and Knowing Our Business
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3. T he strategic planning framework
Through strategic planning the organization's executive management sets the overall vision
and goals for the organization. The direction is then executed through various departmental
plans and the departmental plans are executed through the various project plans, policies
and procedures and individual work plans. This is called vision driven planning and action
driven results.
Strategic

Visio n
driven
planning

Direction

I
I

I

I

Department

Department
plan

Department
plan

plan

Project plans

___..,.

""'-.....
~

Individual
~

workplar;i s

....,

....,

Project plans
~

Policies and
. ~ P.rocedures

Project plans
~

Policies and
~

proce~ures

Policies and
procedures

~

1<11,~---

A ction
driven
results

Individual
~

workplans

The arrows point downwards because of the need for linkage. If the arrows were going up,
that would mean the project plans, policies and procedures direct the department plans and
the department plans would direct the division plans which would direct the strategic
direction. This means that each department may be successful individually but as an
organization we would not be successful in achieving our strategic direction.
If everything is linked to the vision and all the individual workplans are successful and the
projects, policies and procedures are successful that means the department plans are
successful all the way up to the strategic direction being successful.
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3.1. The Drivers Model
The Drivers Model is designed to address the linkage in a strategic plan and provides
the framework for the development of the strategic plan. The Drivers Model starts
with answering the question "where are we now?" This is the situation assessment.
The next step is determining where we want to be. This is the vision and it must be a
shared vision.
Looking at what's holding you back from moving from where we are today to the
vision and the things that must happen to move forward. These are the critical success
factors and barriers.
The key to achieving the vision is to understand your drivers. These are the things
that move or drive us from where we are today to where we want to be. These are
the strategies to achieve the vision and they must do two things; one, address the
barriers and secondly ensure the critical success factors are in place.
The critical piece of the Drivers Model is the act of monitoring. Monitoring allows
tracking of progress and making any necessary adjustments along the way. Most
importantly it provides motivation and keeps you focused on the vision and working
toward it.

The Drivers
Model

VISION
Where We
Want To Be

....... ......

BARRIERS

~~yy
CURRENT
Where We
Are Today

•••

Key
Conditions

••

••
••
••

~ ~Monitor/Reas es

••
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3.2. Strategic direction development
There were two phases in the development of The City's 2009 - 20 I I Strategic
Direction.
Phase I - Building the foundation (October 2007 - April 2008}
Assemble the strategic plan committee with representation from all divisions and
two Council members
• Agree upon the strategic plan process
• Develop the situation assessment - where are we today (strategic plan
committee):
• Citizen views
• Employee views
• Government trends
• Department information
• Current situation - demographics, trends, business climate, environment etc.
•

Phase 2 - Setting the direction (April 2008 - December 2008}
• Data and SWOT analysis workshop (strategic plan committee)
• Strategic planning sessions (strategic plan committee) to develop:
• Vision
• Mission
• Goals
• Strategic planning checkpoint (Council members and Senior Management Team)
• Department heads update on strategic direction
• Staff update sessions on strategic direction
• Community update sessions on strategic direction
• Regional municipal leaders update sessions on strategic direction
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4. Consultation
Consultation occurred throughout the development of the plan. The tables below show the
formal consultation processes and events.
To develop the situation assessment, a wide range of consultation methods were used
between February and April 2008.
February 27
March 8

Focus group with Council members and the senior management
team
Let's Talk questionnaire completed by City staff members relaying
information heard from public in attendance

March 5

Senior management team and department head retreat

March 26

Three focus groups held with employees from various departments

March 26

Regional municipal officials focus group

April I

Focus group with community leaders

April 2

Two focus groups with general public

April 2

Open house for general public

Following the development of the draft strategic direction, various stakeholders were asked
to provide feedback on the components. This took place between April and August 2008
April 24

Council members and SMT

May 6 - 9

Employee open house sessions

May 12

Regional municipal officials focus group

May 13

Open house with community leaders

May 13

Open house with general public

May 15

Senior management team update

May 20

Session with Council members update

May21

Department heads update

June September
March August

Departments to align 2009 service plans and budgets to strategic
plan
Information posted on bridge and brochure sent to all staff in July

Informal consultation and communication took place throughout the development process.
Both meaningful formal and information consultation and communication need to continue
for the success of the plan.
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5. Situation Assessment
The purpose of a situation assessment is to determine "where are we now?" This involves
the gathering, analysis and use of information about events, trends and relationships affecting
our organization. By completing a situation assessment, The City obtains information that
will position itself to be more strategic in the future.
The five areas researched were:
• Citizens
• Departments
• Employees
• Government trends
• Current situation
The situation assessment is a picture of a moment in time and was completed from
February to April 2008. Since times have changed since April 2008, some of the data has
changed dramatically. This has been noted when possible.

5.1. Citizens
Overall citizens are happy with their quality of life in Red Deer. They love the green
spaces in our community and are concerned with maintaining and expanding them.
They also love the friendly people and small town community spirit that makes Red
Deer home, however are concerned about losing the small town feel.
Citizens are concerned with the value they get for their tax dollar and this satisfaction
decreased slightly between 2006 and 2007. More residents in 2007 said that they
would prefer service cuts to either maintain oi' decrease taxes. However when asked,
they were unsure of what services should be cut. (Update from April 2008 lpsos Reid
survey: As compared to 2007, more residents support increasing taxes to enhance or
expand service; fewer residents support increasing taxes to maintain current levels of
service; and, fewer residents support cutting services to reduce taxes.)
Residents are looking for leadership from The City on environmental sustainability.
They want alternative transportation, increased green spaces, new development
methods like town centres, and are concerned about air quality and smart solutions
for waste management. Citizens also want to see the downtown revitalized.
Crime is still a concern for citizens and this concern increased slightly from 2006 to
2007. Citizens want to see an increased number of police officers in Red Deer and are
prepared to pay increased taxes for them.
Social issues are still the number one concern for citizens with the main issue being
homelessness. They are, however, pleased with The City's work on dealing with
homelessness. Concerns regarding transportation issues increased from 2006 to 2007
with the use of transit being the top concern.
Community leaders want us to celebrate the uniqueness of Red Deer. Council
members feel that advocacy is an important aspect of ensuring Red Deer has what is
needs to be sustainable and vibrant.
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5.2. Departments
There were two major themes found in the departmental environmental scan. First
there is concern over how to manage the amount and complexity of the work.
Department Heads reported that it is very important for the organization to develop
a "clear mandate to help prioritize" and to "establish an organizational wide list of
priorities based on capacity". Department Heads reported that prioritization and
direction setting are becoming critical for the organizations sustainability.
In addition to the core business services, departments are also involved in projects
and strategic initiatives. The major reasons departments reported they were taking on
projects were: responding to growth, complexity and speed of change, technology
use, safety and meeting legislative requirements. Departments reported that they
were at full capacity in terms of workload.
The second theme was around staff engagement and retention. There is concern
about workload and burnout and the suggestion that we need to be creative in the
incentives (financial and non-financial) offered to employees to stay. Growth, staffing,
and escalating costs continue to be themes in budget presentations in recent years.
Growth means increased demands but also increasing complexity. The rate does not
appear to be abating.
Staffing continues to provide a challenge because recruitment of qualified staff is
difficult in the tight labour market. The inflationary pressures on budgets have also
impacted departments in fulfilling their mandates. In 2007 the inflation rate in Alberta
was 5 per cent. This is expected to drop over the next few years hopefully making
cost projections easier.
In addition, there is a growing understanding that the current organizational structure
may need to change to reflect the current reality of The City. The last major
organizational review took place a number of years ago. Since then The City has
increased in size and complexity. During the Department Head Retreat in March
2008, there were many comments about the need to look at a reorganization or an
organizational review as a way for The City to be a better place to work or fulfill its
mandate.

5.3. Employees
Overall there seems to be a great sense of employee pride with the work they do and
the value it brings to our community. At the same time there was a repeated theme of
employees saying they are overworked and understaffed. In reviewing and comparing
the Organizational Climate Survey from 2003 and 2006, almost all issues ranked the
same in both surveys however there was a change in response to the comments "I am
able to achieve an appropriate work/life balance" and "my workload is reasonable".
Satisfaction declined for both statements.
Employees place great value on work/life balance and building relationships within the
organization. Many employees stressed the importance of recruiting and attracting the
right employees and suggested the organization needs to focus on succession planning
at all levels of the organization. Many staff also mentioned that more attention and
funding needs to be given to staff training and advancement.
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Employees are looking for and craving recognition and appreciation for the work they
do from their supervisors in a variety of ways - monetary and non-monetary. In the
2006 Climate Survey, employees added "recognizing and rewarding achievements" as
something they wish The City would start. There is a mixture of opinions on salary
and benefits, as to whether they are fair in comparison to other similar organizations.
Some feel that it is comparable and some listed it as a problem.
Inter-departmental relationships came up in a variety of ways, some saying
departments work well together and others saying they need to work better
together. There were multiple mentions of breaking down silos within the
organization and providing employees with opportunities to be trusted with new work
and new opportunities.
Many employees also addressed the organization's method of public consultation; the
need for a consolidated approach was brought up several times.
Some staff said they would like to see supervisors more involved with front line
employees and on the job site. Others were concerned that supervisors are setting
precedent by working long hours to get the work done. Comments regarding changes
employees would like to see in their department in the 2006 Climate Survey and not
in the 2003 survey included "need better leadership/management is condescending or
threatening" with 22 mentions. In terms of what The City should stop doing was the
comment "controlling, confrontational, threatening management style" with 12
mentions along with "protecting and keeping unproductive staff' with I0 mentions.
Some employees feel that The City too often uses consulta11ts for the work that
employees have the skills for. There was also a sense that employees are open to new
opportunities, changes and personal growth.

5.4. Government Trends
Provincial:
In general, the current trends and future focus of the province reflects some of what
The City will be facing. In regards to resolutions that have been passed over the last
five years, the main highlights are concerns within the human services sector, housing
and homelessness, labour issues, environmental issues, sustainable program funding
and tax distribution strategies, support for heritage and the arts, need for increased
consultation and communications between orders of government. Overall, provincial
regulatory regimes are generally becoming more stringent. If they implement tougher
regulations and/or new legislation, it creates greater pressure on our resources to
meet them.
When looking at the Government of Alberta, AUMA and the Alberta Environment
business plans and strategic plans some main themes appear in all three provincial
plans. Growth and prosperity is recognized along with the challenges that it brings.
This puts pressure on infrastructure, transportation, housing and environment. They
all speak about sustainability and the need to manage our resources in a responsible
manner to save for our future generations. There was also the common theme of
wanting to build and maintain a healthy and prosperous community.
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Municipal:
Through the focus group session and questionnaire, the 28 municipal officials provided
us with their thoughts about Red Deer and ways our planning could assist their
community and promote Central Alberta. The main theme was that surrounding
municipalities rely on Red Deer for the services we have to offer them, like shopping,
recreational activities, cultural activities and our parks, trails and green spaces. They
also rely on Red Deer for education via the Red Deer College as well as health care
through the hospital and other health care providers. Areas they feel we could focus
on improving included affordable housing, increased recreational opportunities, senior
housing, cooperative infrastructure opportunities and a walkable community concept.
The also feel The City could spend some time focusing on issues like traffic
congestion, regional partnerships and our police presence. They feel Red Deer should
be positioning itself as the hub city of Central Alberta.
There were multiple mentions of working together on a regional sewer line and
looking at ways to transport residents of surrounding municipalities into Red Deer
(extended transit service). The gasification plant is something they want The City to
consider and many mentioned regional partnerships and working together more as a
region.

S.S. Current situation
The current situation examined elements external to the organization that are
impacting us. Red Deer, with its central location and economic advantage (lower cost
of doing business), is a prime location for current and new business. The economy is
diverse with oil and gas the primary driver but there is also strong activity in
mam.1facturing, agricultur~. agriculture processing, retail and wholesale service and
tourism industries. The heated economy experienced through 2006 and part of 2007
has created a low unemployment rate and salaries have inflated with the increased
demand for labour. Housing prices have also increased dramatically.
The community is relatively young compared to both Alberta and federal populations
therefore providing a young workforce. It is also an educated workforce that is
becoming increasingly diverse. Income levels are healthy with the average income I0
per cent higher than the national average.
Growth, adapting to growth and keeping up with rapid growth creates a challenge for
the community as well as the corporation.
Public surveys related to both waste management and water conservation indicate
that the public has an appetite for environmental projects.
From the later part of 2007 to current (spring 2008) there has been a slow down in
the economy bringing activity back to a more "normal" levels. A combination of a high
Canadian dollar, the US recession, higher gas prices and cost of labour are all
contributing to the slow down.

The complete detailed situation assessment report can be found in the transfer files and is
available from Communications & Strategic Planning.
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6. The Strategic Direction
The plan reflects where we are now, our vision for the future and the steps we need to take
in getting there. Using the research and consultation conducted, the committee worked
collaboratively to capture the major themes into a strategic plan.

Vision
Our vision reflects the way we want to work together and the output of our work: a
vibrant community. The words chosen show the energy and passion we have for the
work we do together for a community we care about.

Mission
Our mission statement highlights the work we provide to our community in the areas of
leadership and service delivery. It is a statement of our purpose.
RISE
The committee decided the Cornerstone Values and Guiding Principles in the form of
RISE would be integrated into the 2009 - 20 I I Strategic Plan.

Goal areas
Be strategic
Throughout the strategic planning process we heard from all groups about the need
to be thoughtful and purposeful in the decisions we are making - in short we need
to be strategic. There are many great initiatives to do and we need to focus on
making them successful. As an organization we need to know where we are going,
why we are going there and that our actions are moving us in that direction.
We also focused on the areas of environmental and financial sustainability as being
critical to the future of our organization and community.

Be excellent
The committee felt it was important to ensure the strategic plan had a component
that focused on our organization and how we work together. This part of the plan
looks at our corporate culture and sprit. The organization is changing and we must
work continue working towards building healthy and productive relationships with
our colleagues, learning and growing, and creating a supportive work environment.

Be authentic
This is about the services we provide to our community and the partnerships
critical to our communities' success. We recognize that whatever we do, provide a
service, maintain an asset, or build new infrastructure, it must enhance Red Deer's
unique culture as a city. Part of this work is to define Red Deer's unique culture.
This part of the plan also talks about our role as a leader in our region and how we
meaningfully work with our partners and stakeholders to achieve the best for our
community.

Objectives
The objectives under each goal area were chosen to provide further focus to our goals.
These are being presented to Council in principal only and will be further refined as we
move forward.
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6.1. Definitions
Actions - Specific steps to be taken to implement a strategy.
Barriers - Existing or potential challenges that hinder the achievement of one or more
of the objectives.
Corporate priorities - Areas of focus to achieve an objective
Critical success factors - Major items or issues that must be addressed or those
things that must go right to achieve one or more of the objectives.
Goals - Broad, long-term aims that define accomplishment of the mission.
Mission - A statement of overall purpose of the organization. Describes what you do,
for whom you do it and the benefit.
Objectives - Realistic targets that measure accomplishment of a goal.
Situation Assessment - The gathering, analysis and use of information about events,
trends and relationships affecting our organization.
Strategic direction - Provides high-level direction on the strategic priorities of the
organization. Includes vision, mission, goals and objectives.
Strategic implemeli1;tation - Includes c!i'ificaJ success factors, barriers, strategies and
actions. This is the service planning phase of the budgeting process.
Strategies - Broad activities within a corporate priority required to achieve an
objective, control a critical success factor, or overcome a barrier.
Vision - A picture of the "preferred future", a statement that describes how the
future will look if the organization achieves its ultimate aims. It is key to have a vision
that is shared so all are working towards in the same direction.
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6.2. The Strategic Direction layout
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VISION

GOALS

---

-1

1 -0BJE-CTIVESJOUTCOMES
Utilize five pillars of sustainability in decision making
Achieve environmental sustainability
Achieve financial sustainability
Achieve cultural sustainability
Achieve social sustainability

Sustainable

Innovative thinking.
Inspired results.
Vibrant community

Goal Area
Be Strategic

I

Lead, model and practice the principles of
economic. environmental, culwral, social, and
governance sustainability

Leadership
Make decisions focused on strategic priorities

I

•
•

Employee belief in the strategic plan
Effective decision making

•

Create organizational capacity
Ensure employee sense of purpose and belonging

MISSION
Spirit to Make it Happen
The City of Red Deer works
together to provide leadership
and sustainable municipal
services for our community

f--

Create a sustainable workforce by trusting our
people, valuing the work they do and
encouraging work life balance

Goal Area
Be Excellent

Collaborate for Success
Foster an environment that encourages positive
connections, mutual reliance and excellence

Innovate
Identify and create opporwnities for growth
L--1

H:
rJ •

.

Shared leadership
Impr ove internal communication and consultation

Distinctive Character
Create a sense of place and belong that reflects
community priorities and our vision while
respecting fuwre generations

Integrate corporate plans to reflect unique character
•
•

and quality of life
Create sense of safety and security
Develop corporate and community infrastructure

Goal Area
Be Authentic

Community Relationships
Build effective and meaningful relationships to
achieve the best fc;;, our community
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Learn and apply learning
Increase our profile

and improvement

CORNERSTONE
VALUES AND GUIDING
PRINCIPLES
Respect
Integrity
Service
Excellence

. .
o

Strengthen relationships with other governments
Shared leadership for Central Alberta region
Improve external communication and consultation
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6.3. RISE • Our Cornerstone Values and Guiding Principles
Our Prom ise to Each Other and Our C it izens ...
Respect

Because
•
•
•
•
•

we respect . . .
We treat others as we want to be treated.
We value ideas and contributions.
We are good stewards of our environmental, financial, human, and community
resources.
We meet present needs without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their needs.
We work together to ensure our safety and well-being.

Integrity

Because
•
•
•
•
•

integrity is fundamental. . .
We earn trust.
We behave ethically.
We are honest in all our dealings.
We take responsibility for our own actions.
We follow through on our promises.

Service

Because
•
•
•
•
•
•

we take pride in our service ...
We strive to serve all in the community equitably.
We have a positive outlook and work enthusiastically.
We commit to deliver quality service.
We communicate timely, relevant information with clarity and accuracy.
We strive to overcome citizens' barriers to service and participation.
We volunteer and support volunteerism to enhance our community.

Excellence

Because
•
•
•
•
•
•

we strive for excellence ...
We plan effectively for the future .
We build on our strengths.
We are prepared to lead.
We explore the potential of partnerships and collaboration.
We carefully manage risk.
We learn continuously from our experiences and development, training and
educational opportunities.
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7.

Beyond objectives
For the strategic direction to be successful, it is imperative that it be put into action. The
completed strategic plan (strategic direction, strategic bridge and strategic implementation)
is our roadmap leading to the vision of "Innovative thinking. Inspired results. Vibrant
community."

Service Planning
Critical Success Factors

. ....

...

(

Corporate
Priority

"'

Strategy

Actions

Individual Work Plans

· Strategy

Actions

Individual Work Plans

Strategy

Actions

Individual Work Plans

Strategy

Actions

Individual Work P lans

Objective
Corporate
Priority

"'

\
./

-..__

Barriers

The next steps to work towards putting the plan into action include:
•

•

•
•
•

Deve loping a process to complete the strategic bridge, including further developing the
objectives and developing the corporate priorit ies, inc luding identifying critical success
factors and barriers
As part of the budgeting process, divisions and departments wi ll align service plans to
corporate priorities through defining barriers and crit ical success factors, and developing
strategies and actions
Aligning ind ividual work plans to service plan actions
Continually communicating with and engaging staff in the strategic plan
Deve loping process for measurement
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8. Thankyou
The new Strategic Plan would not be successful without the assistance and input of many
people:
•

Employees of The City of Red Deer who participated in employee sessions,
communicated freely with committee members and gave honest feedback.

•

The Senior Management T earn and Department Heads who provided us with
direction and challenged us to think differently.

•

The Mayor and Councillors who provided leadership and guidance throughout the
development of the strategic plan

•

The Elected Officials and Chief Administrative Officers of communities in the region
who generously provided feedback and input.

•

The community leaders and public members who took the time to attend
consultation sessions and provided us with valuable information and feedback.

•

Michael Wilkinson of Leadership Strategies who provided the framework for the
development of the strategic plan.

•

Greg Scott, Recreation, Parks and Culture who participated in a two day workshop
with the strategic direction committee.

Members of the 2009 - 20 I I Strategic Direction Committee:
The members of the 2009 - 20 I I Strategic Direction Committee who guided this process
with their enthusiasm, thoughtful discussions, talent, knowledge and amazing sense of
humour.
Sara Alaric, Communications & Strategic Planning
Scott Cameron, Social Planning
Craig Curtis, City Manager
Shelley Gagnon, Recreation, Parks and Culture
Cindy Jefferies, City Council
Kelly Kloss, Legislative Services
Bart Rowland, Emergency Services
Ron Soehn, Information Technology Services
Kristy Svoboda, Human Resources
Tara Veer. City Council
Pam Yust, Public Works
Julia Harvie-Shemko, Communications & Strategic Planning
Christina Lust, Strategic Initiatives Planner, Community Services
Lisa Perkins, Strategic Initiatives Planner, Corporate Services
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We support the recommendation of the Communications and Strategic Planning
Manager, on behalf of the Strategic Direction Committee, to adopt the vision, mission
and goals and approve the objectives/ outcomes and corporate priorities on behalf of
the committee. The Strategic Direction Committee has done exemplary work.

"Morris Flewwelling"
Mayor

"Craig Curtis"
City Manager
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Date:

November 24, 2008

To:

Kelly Kloss, Legislative and Administrative Manager

From:

Rick Elm, Land and Appraisal Coordinator
Howard Thompson, Land & Economic Development Officer

RE:

Offer to Purchase and Land Exchange for portion of Plan 993 A.E. (The
Christian Brethren of Red Deer & Timberstone Park Developments Ltd.) and
Road Closure Bylaw 3413/2008

Background:
Timberstone Park Developments Ltd. has expressed interest in pmchasing part of the City
Road Right of Way (Plan 993 A.E.). The Christian Brethren of Red Deer own lands located to
the east of and adjacent to the City Road Right of Way. A 3-way agreement between The City,
Timberstone Park Developments and The Christian Brethren has been negotiated which will
result in the following:
•
•
•

The City agrees to sell "Parcel A" of the Road Right of Way to Timberstone Park;
The City agrees to transfer "Parcel B" of the Road Right of Way to The Christian
Brethren, who will transfer Parcel B to Timberstone Park;
.
The Cluistian Brethren will transfer "Parcel C" to The City in exchange for Parcel B.

The Administration supports the closure and sale of this portion of road, as it is surplus to the
City's needs, and the sale will provide opportunity for orderly redevelopment of this road and
provide lands for road widening along Highway 11 to the south. A report regarding the
rezoning of this land appears elsewhere on this agenda.

Financial Implications:
The parties have agreed to a value of $60,000 per acre for developable lands in this area.
The approximate area of Parcel A road to be closed and sold is 0.57 acres, more or less. The total
proceeds of the sale of this part, approximately $34,200.00 will be credited to the Road Right of
Way Reserve.
The approximate area of Parcel Broad to be closed and exchanged is 0.34 acres, more or less.
Parcel B will be exchanged for Parcel C which contains an equivalent area of 0.34 acres, more or
less. Please note that the final calculation of the purchase price will be adjusted based on the
area as determined by a legal surveyor.
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Kelly Kloss
Pa e2
Recommendation:
1.

2.

That City Council approve the closme and sale of 0.57 acres, more or less, of Road Plan
993 A.E. and the closure and exchange of 0.34 acres, more or less, of Road Plan 993 A.E.
for 0.34 acres, more or less, to The City for road widening, subject to the following
conditions:
1.

The purchase price to be $60,000 per acre + GST for unenctm1bered land with the
final purchase price to be adjusted upon legal survey.

2.

Consolidation of the closed road (Parcel A & Parcel B) with the Pmchaser's
lands.

3.

All costs associated with advertising and legal survey to be the responsibility of
the Pmchaser.

4.

The net proceeds of the sale to be credited to the Road Right of Way Reserve.

5.

That the Purchaser enters into a Land Sale Agreement satisfactory to the City
Solicitor.

City Councii approves first reading of a bylaw having the effect of closing;
1.

'All that portion of Road as shown on Pla11 993AE lyi11g adjacent to tlze west boundary
of Block 17 and 18, Plan 993AE, and lying within Subdivisio11 Plan
and
containing 0.369 lzectares (0.91 acres) more or less.'

Rick Elm
Land and Appraisal Coordinator

Howard Thompson
Land & Economic Development Manager

Attach.
c.

Tom Warder, Engineering Services Manager
Dean Krecji, Financial Services Manager
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Comments:

We agree with the recommendation of Parkland Community Planning Services and we
recommend that Council consider first reading of the Land Use Bylaw Amendment
3357/BB-2008 that is consistent with the Neighbourhood Area Structure Plan, which has
already been adopted by Council. A public hearing will be held on Monday, January
12, 2009 at 6:00 p.m. in Council Chambers during Council's Regular Meeting.

"Morris Flewwelling"
Mayor

"Craig Curtis"
City Manager

PARKLAND

Su ite 404. 4808 Ross Street
Red Deer, Alberta T 4N 1X5
Phone: (403) 343-3394
FAX: (403) 346-1570
e-mail : pcps@pcps .ab.ca
www.pcps.ca

COMMUNITY
PLANNING
SERVICES
DATE:

November 10, 2008

TO:

Kelly Kloss, Legislative and Administrative Services Manager

FROM:

Martin Kvapil, Planning Assistant

RE:

Land Use Bylaw Amendment No. 3357/88-2008
Timberstone Park Neighbourhood - Phase 1
Timberstone Park Developments Ltd. (Laebon)

Proposal

Timberstone Park Developments Ltd. is proposing to develop Phase 1 of the Timberstone Park
neighbourhood . Rezoning is being sought for approximately 12.38 ha (30.6 ac.) of land from Al
Future Urban Development District to Rl Residential Low Density District and Pl Parks and
Recreation District in order to create 83 detached bareland condominium residential lots, 5 municipal
reserve lots, and l public utility/municipal reserve lot. The proposed land use districts of Bylaw
3357/BB-2008 conform to the Timberstone Park Neighbourhood Area Structure Plan.
Furthermore, a road closure bylaw is required for that portion of 2ih Avenue (Road Plan 993 AE)
that is included within the subdivision area. A report supporting this closure appears elsewhere on
this agenda.

Staff Recommendation

That City Council, subject to first reading of the applicable road closure bylaw, proceed with first
reading of Land Use Bylaw Amendment No. 335 7/BB -2008 .

Martin Kvapil
PLANNING ASSIST ANT

Attachments

Tony Lindhout
CITY PLANNING MANAGER

Memo
Date:

November 24, 2008

To:

Kelly Kloss, Legislative and Administrative Manager

From:

Rick Elm, Land and Appraisal Coordinator
Howard Thompson, Land & Economic Development Officer

RE:

Offer to Purchase and Land Exchange for portion of Plan 993 A.E. (The
Christian Brethren of Red Deer & Timberstone Park Developments Ltd.) and
Road Closure Bylaw 3413/2008

Background:

Timberstone Park Developments Ltd. has expressed interest in purchasing part of the City
Road Right of Way (Plan 993 A.E.). The Christian Brethren of Red Deer own lands located to
the east of and adjacent to the City Road Right of Way. A 3-way agreement between The City,
Timberstone Park Developments and The Christian Brethren has been negotiated which will
result in the following:
•
•
•

The City agrees to sell "Parcel A" of the Road Right of Way to Timberstone Park;
The City agrees to transfer "Parcel B" of the Road Right of Way to The Christian
Brethren, who will transfer Parcel B to Timberstone Park;
The Christian Brethren will transfer "Parcel C" to The City in exchange for Parcel B.

The Administration supports the closure and sale of this portion of road, as it is surplus to the
City's needs, and the sale will provide opportunity for orderly redevelopment of this road and
provide lands for road widening along Highway 11 to the south. A report regarding the
rezoning of this land appears elsewhere on this agenda.

Financial Implications:

The parties have agreed to a value of $60,000 per acre for developable lands in this area.
The approximate area of Parcel A road to be closed and sold is 0.57 acres, more or less. The total
proceeds of the sale of this part, approximately $34,200.00 will be credited to the Road Right of
Way Reserve.
The approximate area of Parcel B road to be closed and exchanged is 0.34 acres, more or less.
Parcel B will be exchanged for Parcel C which contains an equivalent area of 0.34 acres, more or
less. Please note that the final calculation of the purchase price will be adjusted based on the
area as determined by a legal surveyor.

... /1

Memo
Kelly Kloss
Pa e2
Recommendation:
1.

2.

That City Council approve the closure and sale of 0.57 acres, more or less, of Road Plan
993 A.E. and the closure and exchange of 0.34 acres, more or less, of Road Plan 993 A.E.
for 0.34 acres, more or less, to The City for road widening, subject to the following
conditions:
1.

The purchase price to be $60,000 per acre+ GST for unencumbered land with the
final purchase price to be adjusted upon legal survey.

2.

Consolidation of the closed road (Parcel A & Parcel B) with the Purchaser's
lands.

3.

All costs associated with advertising and legal survey to be the responsibility of
the Purchaser.

4.

The net proceeds of the sale to be credited to the Road Right of Way Reserve.

5.

That the Purchaser enters into a Land Sale Agreement satisfactory to the City
Solicitor.

City Council approves first reading of a bylaw having the effect of closing;
1.

'All that portion of Road as shown on Plan 993AE lying adjacent to the west boundary
of Block 17 and 18, Plan 993AE, and lying within Subdivision Plan
and
containing 0.369 hectares (0.91 acres) more or less.'

Rick Elm
Land and Appraisal Coordinator

Howard Thompson
Land & Economic Development Manager

Attach.
c.

Tom Warder, Engineering Services Manager
Dean Krecji, Financial Services Manager
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Bylav1,1s Item No. 1

BYLAW NO. 3273/A-2008

Being a bylaw to amend Bylaw No. 3273/2000 , the Electric Utility Bylaw of The City of
Red Deer.

COUNCIL ENACTS AS FOLLOW S:
Bylaw No. 3273/2000 is hereby amended as follows:

1.

By deleting Appendix "A" - Distribution Tariff - and replacing it with Appendix
"A" attached hereto.

2.

This bylaw sha ll come into effect on January 1, 2009 .

READ A FIRST TIM E IN OPEN COUNCIL this

day of

2008.

READ A SECOND TIM E IN OPEN COUNCIL this

day of

2008.

READ A TH IRD TIM E IN OPEN COUNCIL this

day of

2008.

AND SIGNED BY THE MAYOR AND CITY CLERK this

day of

2008.

MAYOR

CITY CLERK
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/A-2008

Page 1of8

CITY OF RED DEER
ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER DEPARTMENT

DISTRIBUTION TARIFF
GENERAL
Effective Date
This Tariff is effective on Januaiy 1, 2009. It applies to all consumptions, whether estimated or actual,
on and after January 1, 2009, for the use of System Access and Distribution Access services.

Terms and Conditions
The "Terms and Conditions for Distribution Access Service~" and the "Terms and Conditions for Retail
Access Services" are part of this Tariff. Furthermore, the "Schedule of Fees for Distribution Access
Services" and the "Retail Access Service Agreement" are also part of this Tariff.

Billing Demand
The kVA of Billing Demand with respect to the monthly billing period will be the greater of:
1.

the highest kV A Metered Demand in the monthly billing period; or

2.

the highest kVA Metered Demand in the 12 consecutive months including and ending with the
monthly billing period.

The kV A Metered Demand will be measured by either a thermal demand meter having a demand
response period of 90% in 15 minutes and a 30 minute test period, or 15 minute interval demand
metering equipment.
The kV A of Billing Demand will be re-established on such shorter periods of time as designated by the
Electric Light & Power Manager for the individual customer as warranted by that customer's changing
load characteristics.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/A-2008
Page 2 of 8

RESIDENTIAL-RATE 61
Application

Applies to all residential premises which are measured by a single meter and which
contain not more than two dwelling units.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

$per day

0.1463

0.3162

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0107

Basic Charge
Variable Charge

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A 11
Bylaw 3273/A -2008
Page 3 of 8

GENERAL SERVICE-RATE 63
Application

Applies to non-residential customers and to residential premises not entitled to Rate
61, plus the "house lights" services (including common area lighting and utility rooms)
of apartment buildings where the kV A Metered Demand is less than 50 kV A. If the
kV A Metered Demand exceeds 50 kV A, Rate 64 will be applied immediately and will
be continued to be applied irrespective of future kVA Metered Demand.
Services are to be taken at one of the following nominal voltages:
120/240 Volts, single phase, 3 wire;
120/208Y Volts, network, 3 wire;
120/208Y Volts, three phase, 4 wire;
347/600Y Volts, three phase, 4 wire.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit
Basic Charge
Variable Charge

$per day
·$/kWh of all energy

System
Access

Distribution
Access

0.608

0.9195

0.0051

0.0084

-···-·c

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Charge), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/A-2008
Page 4 of 8

GENERAL SERVICE - RA TE 64
Application

Applies to conunercial and industrial installations where service is taken at the voltage
listed for Rate 63 but where the kVA Metered Demand is 50 kVA or greater.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing Demand
per day

0.0671

0.0803

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0057

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/A-2008
Page 5 of 8

LARGE GENERAL SERVICE/INDUSTRIAL-RATE 78
Application

Applies where 4, 160 volts or greater is available with adequate system capacity and
service is taken at 4, 160 volts or greater, balanced three phase and the kV A Metered
Demand is not less than 1000 kV A.
Rate 78 is also applicable to all customers who were billed on Rate 78 prior to
December 31, 2000 regardless of the kV A Metered Demand.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing
Demand per day

0.0706

0.081

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0055

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from Janumy 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and eve1y component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Basic Charge (System Access plus Distribution Charge), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/A-2008
Page 6 of 8

STREET LIGHT SERVICE-RATE 81
Application

Applies to standard street light fixtures.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing
Demand per day

0.0938

0.0985

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0067

Note: Demand and consumption values of individual fixtures will be established by the
Electric Light & Power Manager and will be reviewed by the Electric Light & Power
Manager from time to time.

Balanchig
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effective from January 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A"
Bylaw 3273/A-2008
Page 7 of 8

TRAFFIC LIGHT SERVICE - RATE 82
Application

Applies to standard traffic light systems.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

System
Access

Distribution
Access

Demand Charge

$/kVA of Billing
Demand per day

0.0938

0.1012

Variable Charge

$/kWh of all energy

0.0051

0.0066

Note: Demand and consumption values of individual fixtures will be established by the
Electric Light & Power Manager and will be reviewed by the Electric Light & Power
Manager from time to time.

Balancing
Pool
Allocation

A credit of $0.00673/kWh of all energy effecrive frol'n Januaiy 1, 2009 to December
31, 2009 inclusive and nil for any other time periods.

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Minimum
Monthly
Charge

Total Demand Charge (System Access plus Distribution Access), plus any applicable
Local Access Fee.
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APPENDIX "A 11
Bylaw 3273/A-2008
Page 8 of 8

DISTRIBUTION GENERATION -RATE 83
Application

Applies to generators meeting all of the following requirements
1. Have a capacity of 150 kW or greater, and connected to a distribution voltage;
2. Have installed a revenue class bi-directional 15-minute interval meter.
Generators not meeting the above requirements are reviewed on an individual basis.

Distribution
Tariff

Unit

Distribution Access

Capacity Charge

$/kW of peak output per clay

0.0825

Variable Charge

$/kWh of supplied energy

0.0057

Note:

1. Power consumption by the customer for standby purposes is subject to an
applicable rate (61, 63, 64, 78, 81 or 82) for load customers
2. Peak output is measured and calculated in the same manner as the Billing
Demand for load customers

Local Access
Fee

Assessed as 25% of each and every component of the Distribution Access Charge and
is added to the customer's bill.

Transmission
Charge

As per the applicable supply tariff of the Transmission Administrator. This is a charge
to the customer and is added to the customer's bill.

Transmission
Credit

DTS x ~(A- B) where
DTS is the applicable demand tariff of the Transmission Administrator
A is hourly gross billing determinants at the Point of Delivery to which the customer is
connected
B is hourly net billing determinants at the Point of Delivery to which the customer is
connected
This is a credit to the customer and is calculated on a monthly basis.
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Byl aV/S Item r\Jo . 2
1

BYLAW NO. 3413/2008

Being a bylaw to close portion s of road in the City of Red Deer, as described herein.

COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF RED DEER ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:

1

The following portions of roadway in the City of Red Deer are hereby closed:

All that portion of Road as shown on Plan 993AE lying adjacent to the
West boundary of Block 17 and 18, Plan 993AE, and lying within
Subd ivision Plan _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and containing 0.369
hectares (0.91 acres ) more or less.

READ A FIRST TIM E IN OP EN COUNCIL this

day of

2008.

READ A SECOND TIM E IN OPEN COUNCIL th is

day of

2008 .

READ A TH IRD TIM E IN OPEN COUNCIL this

day of

2008.

AND SIGNED BY THE MAYOR AND CITY CLERK this

day of

2008.

MAYOR

CITY CLERK
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Bylav•iS !tern p.,Jo . 3
BYLAW NO. 3357/88-2 008

Being a bylaw to amend Bylaw No. 3357/2006, the Land Use Bylaw of the City of Red
Deer.

COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF RED DEER, ALBERTA, ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:

1.

That "Use District Map 016" contained within "Schedu le A" of the Land Use
Bylaw is hereby amended in accordance with Land Use District Map No. 21
attached hereto and forming part of the bylaw.

READ A FIRST TIME IN OPEN COUNCIL this

day of

2008.

READ A SECOND TIME IN OPEN COUNCIL this

day of

2008 .

READ A THIRD TIME IN OPEN COUNCIL this

day of

2008.

AND SIGNED BY THE MAYOR AND CITY CLERK this

day of

2008.

MAYOR

CITY CLERK
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Proposed Amendment to Land Use Bylaw 3357/2006
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